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IN OUR 75th YEAR Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 6, 1954
rSeen & Heard
1 AroundMURRA%
Mr. A. P. Slaughter of 413 So..
Ilth street .as brought us a note
of several events that oactirrecl
times past.
The Calloway County Far opened
on October 7, 19W. 44. years ago
Thursday, on Dairy Day.
Three Years and 10 days later on
October 17. 1913, we heal a nice
snow in Murray, What made it
strange is that it had not frosted
before.
Mr. Slaughter says that seven
years and two months after the
fair, on December 7. 1917, a snow
started falling and voted to be
the deepest snow we nave had
for the past fifty years. Some of
the anew stayed on the ground
until Mareh of 1918.
Mr. Slaughter has seen a lot in
his lifetime and probebly nas
seen many things that will
down and have gone down in
history.
We are glad t see Mt. T. 0.
Turner up and around. He had a
bad spell a few weeks back but
seems to be getting beck on his
feet again.
Mr. Hayes of the Callowey Manu-
facturing Corparle was in town
yesterday. We Were •glad to see
him
Calloway County has a lergr num-
ber of young ministers. We know
several of them and they are all
capable young men.
J. Howard Nichols is the new
pistor of the First Christian
Church.
He h a personable !mane man
from Eames
Five year old is now six
We had a crisis yesterday. The
kitten climbed up in to tee springs
of the children's bed and got
hung. •
It let eat several leuct squalls and
the kids thought that se.e was
suffering the agonies of (teeth.
They all started howlirer too. All
the commotion ended eaten the
cat got loose and stalked angrily
out of the room.
515 Kentuckians
To Be Drafted
LOUISVaLLk ell -State Se-
lective Service officials said today
about 515 Kentucky men will be
drafted for Army service during
the month of December The me
tional quota of 23,000 drafteet in
December was announced yester-
day The Kentucky quota for No-
s-ember is 480 young men.
- '
YOUR OPPORTl NITY TO
OWN A KITTEN
•
• Haue_Ley ealwees ainged efore a
iTiten of your own..i -Here is your
opportunity to have ore. Juat
drive by 1309 Prop' tar extended and
you can take your pick of one
black and white one and two
gray and white ones Ancestry
unknown
WEATHER
REPORT
DOWN
and Live
Southwest Kentucky -alostly
cloudy, cooler this afternoon and
tonight, with occasienial limit rain
or drizzle. High today, low '?Gs
low tonight 45 to 50 Thursday
partly cloudy, cooler, highest lea
60s. 
•
TEMPERATURES
High Yesterday 91
Low Last Night 6;
Savannah - 355.3 Flues.
Perryville 355 1 Rise 0.4
Johnsonville 
 
11558 Steady
Scott-Fitzhugh .. 355.9 Steady
Eggner's Ferry 355.9 Steady
Kentucky H. W. . 358.0 Steady
Kentucky T. W. . 301.5 Fluct.
e•el
I Murray Hospital. I
Monday's complete record. follows:
Census
Adult Beds
Emergency Beds
Patients Admitted
Patients Dismissed
New Citizens
Iaients admitted from,' Friday
stifieVi to Monday 4:30 P.M.
&leucy Jane Grooms, Wart-
a, lea.. Mrs. Rudy L. Dunn,
! aa Mr. Columbus Frank-
. • Mr. Johnny Turr-
er, E 
.spat City; Mrs. Peter
T. Gun, edaby girl, Benton,
Mrs. Geer, atlkins and bat)/ girl.
Benfon; Mre. Nora Harrell, Rt. 4,
Paducah: Master Jackie Ray
Geurin, Rt. 5, Murray; Mr. John
Buchanan, P. 0. Box, Murray;
Miss Patey Ann Stone, 907 Vele
St.. Murray. Mrs. Maurice Ryan,
1103 Olive St., Murray; Miss Maye
Wilson, Rt. 2, .Buchanan, Tenn ;
Mrs. Vester On, 218 So. 12th. St.,
Murray.
U.S. Must Build
Best Fighting
Machine In World
33
6J
27
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. efi -
Adm. Arthur W. Radforr1 declared
today that.the United States must
build the best fighting rrechine. in
the world because it cannot de-
pend on anythina. else far it "ul-
timate security."
Radford. thairmap of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, warned that this
country's armed forces are "rela-
tively small" :scampered to those
of the Communist bloc.
To counter this power, he said
America must develope mete effi-
cient fighting men, superior weap-
ons, and &after techniques than
"any other 
-nation." He said it al-
so must pursue a rvigosous" and
"Long pull" military progeam that
will assure a "high ph teau" of
prepardness "for as many years
as we can forsee.a
"In war there is no Intermediate
measure of success. Radford told
the Texas Mid-Continen. 011 &QS Association, ailliaeond lest Id
to be defeated, and militar; defeat
carries with it national disaster-
political. economic, rewire end spir-
itual disaster"
He said the seministretion's de-
fense program avoids "one of the
main pitfalls to the past" by
building saength steadily rather
than in spurts and stow. -
-Instead of pushing the throttle
wide open. or tieht shut we are
setting it carefully at a realistic
cruising speed." he said. we hove
adopted a program of rrepared-
nest for the long pull, 3 prepared-
ness in which our srmett forces
are not prin.-es today and pauper4
tomorrow."
There must be a Thinner degree--
of readiness" and a "gree'er reli-
ance on forces in being" than ever
before, he said. became! of the
Soviet threW lie warned against
temporary measures geared to
"short-term" Soviet tact:cal ma-
neuvers.
Radford did not refer to the cur-
rent Red Caineae threat to Que-
moy and Formosa But te noted
the dangers of letting pry more
free territory fall under .Commu-
nia domination.
elf Communism is permitted to
gobble up parts of the 'aorld one
by one." he raid. "the tiey will
come when the Communist bloc
will be so powerful that no corner
of Me- WaEarci will be sate
Heart Kits
Placed In
High Schools
The Calloway County Heart
Association In cooperation with
the Kentuaky Heart Pasociation
and the Kentucky State Depart-
ment of Health arc _piecing ten
Heart Information Librites Kits in
the libraries of each ceM-ty high
school. Murray High Sceoril and
in both the Training School and
College Libraries, for us. bys ate-
denes and the general public.
These some 19 reports and articles
are for education concerning the
heartscirculation and diaelaes that
affect this organ and system.
There is a Kit in the lobby of
the Murray Hospital ana forte en
the first floor bulletin hoard at
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
public service is being done h
the above asseciatione for
benefit of all who are intereatel
in reading and studying i bore the
Number 1 destroyer of life in the
world today. It is urged that this
material be used.
MSC Racers
Prepare For
Memphis State
Murray State's Racers, nursing
their 25-6 defeat at the hanas of
Eastern Kentucky last week,
Journey to Memphis Saturday
night for a ge against Memphis
State, the toughest opponent on
their schedule.
The Racers will quietly take the
field in Crump stadium, hoping
they do nef stir up the wrath of
the eo far winless Tigers by their
brash presence. The very best.
that Coach Fred Faurot can hope
for is a gallant stand by his tetra.
Although Murray has won two.
defeating Louisville and Tennessee
Teen. and the Tigers have at best.
tied two. Faurot is not .foraetting
that those ties were with Tulane
and Hardin-Simmons. The Racers
play a good brand of football in
the Ohio Valley Conference, but
no one has ever mistaken it for
Southeastern play.
Eastern Kentucky stopped Mur-
ray State s wide stuff cold last
week and then found it not too
difficult to win. Only e surprising
:aerial attack kept the Racers in
the game.
Against Eastern Murray showed
that it plays to win, and Mernyhis
State can look for an all-out effort
for points by the visitors. Onre,
in desperation against Eastern,
the Racers' let fly with 'an incom-
plete pass on fourth down from
their ewri four
Faurot is still pleased with the
performance of his team. Four of
the st.rters are freshman, all on
the left' side of the line. Jack
Lawson is the left end. J. D. Bur-
din is the left 'tackle. Al Giordano
is the left guard and Mel Janet!.
is the center.
Other starting linemen against
Memphis will be Don Harvey at
right guard. Ben Chamnees at
right tackle and Don Heine at
gib* 1E114.
Baekfielders with the nod from
Faurot to start are Bub Holt at
quarter, Jack C..411C at left half,
Carl Welke at right half and
Harold Cannedy at full.
County Man
Passes Away
Williaml. A. Guthrie. age b7,
died seuddenly at 3.00 Tuesday
night , His death was attribute4
to a heart attack.
He is survived by his wife.
Mrs. Sarah Guthrie. three daught-
ers, Mrs. Ruth Farmer, Murray.
Mn. Treasie Morris, Murray, and
Mrs Hontas Doherty, Pine Bluff.
Arkansas, two. sons, Howard and
Dewey Guthrie, both of Detroit,
Michigan; one sister. Mrs. Alice
Trevathan of Murray. and one
brother. Edd Guthrie of Metropolis.
Illinois Also, left to survive him
were 10 grandchildren and 23
great-grandchildren
Mr Guthrie was a member of
'the Singing Springs Baptist
Church. The funeral will be held
at Martins Chapel Methodist
Church at 2:00 p.m Thursday.
Bearerend M. atamptcua
Reverend Earl Phelps will offici-
ate. Burial will be in the Martini
Chapel Cemetery.
Active pallbearers are'
Guthrie, Ogre. Butterworth. Regin-
ald Butterworth, Ted Howard,
Marvin 1301in:eon and Gus Reb-
arson. Honorary pallbearers are:
Johhny Robertson. Nat Rian
Hughes, Spencer .Hackett. Tree-
man Beale, .0tis Harrison, John
Warren.
The J H. Churchill Funeral
Home is! in charge of the a.rari-
gements where the body will be
until the funeral hour.
More Showers
Are Expected
By UNTED PRESS ,.
Showers and thunderstorms that
helped farmers in some sections
of Kentucky yesterday were ex-
pected to fall in the state again
today.
The Weather Bureau listre
measurable rainfall at four n; its
regular reporting stations during
the 24-hour peried ending this
morning, include .8 inch at Padu-
cah, .25 at Louisville. 26 at Langur
and at Ford's Ferry in western
Kentucky.
High temperatures yesterday in-
cluded 91 at Louisville. Pikeville
and Bowling Green. Lows last
night included 55 at Erlander.
Myste
MURRAY POPULATION 8,000
_
Prevent
Fires
Save Lives
Vol. LXXV No. 237
Farm Number Thirty-Nine
Here is Mystery Farm Number Thirty-Nine. If you can recognize this farm
call 55. The owner can have a glossy 5x7 photograph of his farm by calling
at the Ledger and Times this week.
Massive Atomic Attack Could Mortally Wound
A Hundred American Cities; 20,000.000 Dead
The world has been livieg with
the possibility of atomic war
since the Russians explode.1 a
test A-bomb in the fall af 1949
It has been living with the pos-
sibility of hydrogen warfare since-
the, SpagiaRg_ tested an Haadlit
In the summer of 1953 What does
this mean to Americans? In three-
dispatches, the first of whieh fol-
lows. United Press atomic ex-
pert Joseph L Myler discusses
1. The atomic-hydrogen threat
to the United States. 2. What
civil defense officials are doing
about it, and 3 What- these ef-
ficlals feel still hes to be eerie a
By JOSEPH L. MYLEtt
United Press Staff Corregtondene
WASHINGTON er --It cars
happen, a massive atomic as-
sault that could mortally wound
a hundred American cities.
Atomic Commissioner Mamas E.
Murray said recently that scien-
tists now can figure the number
of H-bombs "needed for tot il
woi Id catastropl- e."
It also is possible to calculate
what Russia could do to the Unit-
ed States with a sneak A-bomo.
H-bonlb attack The calculations
have been made. They indicate .
Smailtung blows at vitals of the
U.S. strategic air command, the
chief instrument of the% ,:ountraes
"massive retaliation" policy.
Juaular lunges at 92 cities in
70 'critical target areas", mainly
centers of American industry.
teaser assaults on an additional
123 target areas worthy of aternie
attack.
Followup attacks, les.s heesy
ttare ftrst. -ort all targets
the initial blow.'
Milliens Killed
Perhaps 20 million Americans
killed. As many hurt. Many more
wracked by fear, hunger, thrist,
grief
These are the "assumptions"
based upon what is known of *do-
viet weapons, intentions, and pot,
tentialities, on which U.S. civil de-
fense planners operate.
RIIM.18 has exploded at least
eight atomic devices, at least ore
of them a test H-bomb She is be-
lieved to have translated these
test models into epough deliver-
able weapons to hit every US.
City ASRUMed to be a ripe target
It has been estimated unotfii Jelly
that the Soviet stockpile contains
more than 500 atomic weapon,,
including a number of Heaorita.
No American offieiai knews
when or whether Russia will try
for an atomic knockout of the
United States. All that the Oen-
ners feel certain of is that she reel,
if she wishes, make the attempt.
Defense planners assume that
the first massive knockout attempt.
if there is one, will corns' by air
:wow. the Artie. But civil c:e-
tense administrator Val Peterson
has said Russia also could launch
atomic Clack from submarines air
the U.S. coast, with bombs hidden
in the holds of steamshins in US.
ports, with weapons smuggled Into
this country by Soviet agents, and
a
Liter perhaps by guided missiles
carrying atomic warheads
U.S. Defenses Pierced
Peterson believes that as of now
50 to 60 per cent of an enemy
bombing fleet caked get throughU.S defenses to their •isrgehl But
suppose only one bomber carrying
only one "nominal" H-bomb shored
manage to survive plane and mis-
sile interception and launch its
deadly egg on Manhattan Island.
In a spirt-second instant, a flash
brighter than hundreds of suns,
so bright it would blind forever
an,yone .who looked directly at it.
woutel scorch the city and country-
side as far from the burst as Mor-
ristown, N.J. 25 miles away.
A second or so later the borrib's
blasting power would have demol-
ished everything in a circle eight
miles across, destroying practical-
ity all life More than half of Man-
hattan ancrebig chunks of Queens
and New Jersey would be a vast
ruin.
"Severe damage" would be in-
flicted in a region twice as .reat
in diameter, and moderate to par-
tial structural damage would ee
felt in what was left of a meto-
politan area 32 miles across.
As the mushroom cloud :oared
some 25 miles above cratered and
burning Manhattan. carrying a sin-
ister cargo of radioactive dust, the
pitiable ones would not be the
quickly killed.
Helpless Rosman Animals
They would be those wren se-
vered arteries and maimed flesh,
victims of flying glass and other
random missiles propelled by the
laati_lhost
sightless eyes; the nallions trans-
formed by chaos into helpless ani-
mals Without food or drink or shvi-
teas the wildly fleeing masses and
those, outside the bomb's reave
who got in their way.
Contemplating the immense de-
stfuctive power of the Heaomn, as
manifested by last spring; U. S.
tests in the Pacific. Rep. Chet
Halifield D-Calif was moved to
remark that civil defense against
such a weapon "is a delusion."
But civil defense officials insist
the H-bombs fury can be miti-
gated, it, killing "minimized," the
injured helped, the homeless cared
for Val Peterson belives that mil-
lions of American lives can he
saved, by evacuation of target.
cities.
Pageant Founder
Dies On Tuesday
LOUISVILLE IP -An all-cut
effort is being made by! Kentucky
farmers to get an fall wedings for
grain, pasture or cover and turn-
ing under, accord.ng to the US.
Department of Agriculture.
The department said condition!
for such seediag "is more favor-
able than at any time durin the
fall of 1953" Reseeding also is bc.
ins clone on many meadows end
pastures in which stands of pet-
ennial grasses and legumes were
burned out.
I Letter To Editor
Dear Editor,
I read with much interest, the
article on Banker George Hare It
was not over stated,
We well remember that condi-
tions financially were at a very
low state. Banks were closing all
over the country. it was necessary
for the Bank of Murray to have
en executive vice-presidene he
was to act as cashier also, thrre
were only 4 people jo ootarate
the bank, in the single corner
room.
Tom Morris, Warren Swami ane
some one else came to me to ge
and see about employing a banker.
I was acquainted with the men
they had in mind, however none
of them were willing to come for
the money proposed which I was
sure would be the case. We went
to 5 different towns with no luck.
I told them there was no use to
go on account of the salery offer-
ed, also told them that a focal
man was available that wadi
fit the bill better than any other
person.
When I told them it was George
Hart they said he had never
worked a day in a bank, 30 I told
them that he had never been
spoilt either and knew mora peo-
ple in Calloway than any other
man and was a clerical man.
They finally decided to contact
George, who was very timei but
I proposed to put a blind bridle
on him and lead him in, so Gecrge
ea-INIFFera-Alcd" fecaa7rUse—irir the,
action of Franklin DS Roosevilt
!to close all banks and force then)
to clean house, also insuring
deposits, to make people bring nut
their money and trust it to the
banks.
• This started the bank to prietscss
and George soon was broke ie.
The results are an open rases to
all of us. The Bank of Murray un-
der the management of George
and the board have made great
New Hurricane
Formed At Sea
-- -
MIAMI sal ----A hurricane with
winds of 95 miles per hour raged
into the Caribbean Sea with in-
creasinz intensity today on a
Course aimed toward the Domini-
can Republic and Haiti.
The whirler, eighth major tropi-
cal storm of the year. headed into
open sea from waters of the wind-
ward islands in the eastern Carib-
bean at about 15 miles per hour.
A Navy gurricane-hunte: pi-ire
from San Irian, P.R.. kept a night-
long radar vigil on Hurricane
•Haael, named for the eighth letter
of the alphabet, and was ti ) fly.
Into the eye of the tempest today.
The weather bureau at San ft in
estimated its location at about .160
miles south-southeast of San Juan
and said it was traveling a west-
northwest course.
The weather bureau preclictert
the hurricane would maintain its
copese at about this speed to: the
12 hours, probably increasing
in intensity and size.
wn Tucker Is
-rned To VFW
National Committee
Thirteen Kentuckians nave re-
eeived word of their anacintmeht
to National Committees of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars by No-
tional Commander-ineChief Merton
B Tice. Mitchell, South Dakota.
Appointments were made weal
recommendation of Kentucky De-
partment Commander of the V.
F W. ! J. D Hubbard, Marion.
Kentacky.
The announcement of the Na-
tional Community Service com-
aittee has beep previoiely made
and House has attended ore meet-
ing of the committee at National
1Headquarters of the V. I'. W. a'
Kansas City, Missouri.
The 13 new appointments in-
clude seven from Louisville! Leo
Heim, Civil Defense' Robert R.
Green Housing: William H. Gil-
bert Yaluth Activities; William V
Neut.**. Hoepital: leolpett Mere-
burg. Publicity an Public Rela-
Dons: Edward H. Montgomery,
Loyalty Day: and Wslter F.
Hayes., Civil Service arid Employ-
ment.
John Darnell, Frankfort. Frank-
lin County Judge. was named to
the Labor Committee and George
T. Stewart. Frankfort. Commis-
sioner of Finanae of the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky was put
on the Legal Committea,
Brown C. Tucker, Kirksey. Ken-
tucky, named to the lifaratime
Committee: C R. Baker ;rod John
P Morse. Princeton, were' picked
far the Amercanism and Agricul-
ture & Develapment Cenanitteea
respectively. Arnold Liern. Madi-
sonville. was selected for s the
Aeronautical Committee,
Whooping Cough
Is Still Present
LOUISVILLE l --The state
Department of Health expressed
alarm today at the fact that there
were abeta as many whooping
cough deaths the first Si, months
of 11054 in Kentucky as there were
ell last year.
Dr Lad R Mezera, director of
maternal and child health, said
there 'were 1.070 Cases of the dis-
easeiereiwirtea in the Meat_ by_ alai
II.nd of June. 1954, compared with
309 case.' %tiering the first six
months of 1953.
There were 13 deaths reporterl
from the disease the first sis
months this year compared with
17 deaths during the entire' 12
months ast year
Mezera emphasized that immil-
nization Is the only reel protection
egainst whooping cough. Fifiy-five
Per cent ot the 1954 cases ire in
the age group five years and over,
progress. They paid very lath to
with and are still 
indicating many children were
begin PaYi"4 either never immunized or. if they
little for the management of a once received a shot, they now
10 million dollar bank. George has need a booster !shot
given most of his active life to
make it a great bank, svhy not
now begin to pay hint a reasonable
sale:ry so that 'when he has to i-e-
tire he will not have to depena
on social security.
Calloway County should be
proud of our 3 banks, all safe and
sound and managed by nom, boys.
We have young people able to
manage business of any kind in
our community, but are alvays
welcoming people to cast their
lots with us.
T. 0. Turner
SETTING SUN
UNIONVILLE, Conn - ills
The sun, which killed Bobby Day's
hen during a heat 'wave, made
partial emends by hatching three
eggs left by the dead fowl.
Farmer Crushed
By His Tractor
"Boxcar/9
Crash Kills "
Four Airmen
FORT BRAGG, N. C. iP -- A
C-119 "flying boxcar", with ore
engine afire, crashed on takeoff
from nearby Pope Air Force Base
today and the Army said four per-
sons were killed and 10 critically
injured.
The Army announced in With-
ington that the two pilots and one
creak! member aboard the bie two-
engine plane and one civilian on
the ground were killed in the
crash which occured in a tetra
struction area of this huge base.
The Army said that 10 army
mem who were getting a rid-s on a
flight to Olmstead Air Force OOP,
Pa., were critically hurt when the
plane crashed.
The big. two - engined plane
barely had started climbine and
was only about two miles from the
runway at Pope wnen it banked
sharply. An eyewitness sari) an
engine was afire. It dived throttde
power lines and careened into a
rew division barracks area being
built to house 20,000 men.
First reports said it missed all
of the buildings end workmen In
the area. s
The plane crashed about half a
mile from the "smoke bomb hill"
troop area where a flying belittle'
crash occuraed last month.
Prince Charles To
Learn To Box
LONDON VI - Prince Charles,
heir to the British theone. will
learn boxing this fall by sparring
with a "husky" American boy.
Charles, who will be set on Nov.
14, is scheduled to put on the box-
ing gloves with six-year old Ste-
phen Rutter of Pine Forge. Pg.
Stephen is the son of Pater Rut-
ter, second secretary of the U. S.
Embassy in London.
He is described by his father as
"pretty tough."
"Stephen still doesn't know he
might end up bopping the futirre
king of England on "‘e beak."
Rutter said.
This situation came about be-
cause Stephen and !tome &Bei ir
school boys were being trained be
boxing coach Percy Sage when
Buckingham Palace ig reported ts
have asked him to leach Prince
Charles the manly art.
While official sources declined to
comment, it has been knawn that
Charles' sports-loving tether. the
Duke of Edinburgh, has wanted
his son to learn some of the rough
and tumble of athletics. Apparent-
ly. Queen Elizabeth II was won
over.
Palace aources nothela and
5age observed only: "I can't may
anything."
However. Rutter confirmed that
palace officials sounded him and
his wife nut about letarg their
boy help Prince Charles learn to
box.
If the plan goes throorh, thP
little prince will spar with Ste-
phen and Gilf41 Samson an Eng-
lish boy already turned six. The
two were chosen because they are
about the best boxers in Sage's
Naga. The *semiotic stilt-kw..beld on
Theursday afternoon each week.
Confidence Vote
Authorized For
French Government
PARIS IP -The eabinet today
authorized Premier Pierre Mendes-
Franca, to stake the life of his gov-
ernment on a National Assembly
confidence vote on the London
conference plan for rearmine
Germar. 1
The 03* means that Mehdes-
France, if he wishes, can T)Osl.. the
formal question of confidence dur-
ing debates which opens Thursday
In the National Assembly.
Oaficial government eiurces
atressed that this does not neces-
VERSAILLES eal -The coronet's eerily mean that Mendes-Franre
office has identified - a Wriedfird will force a show-down at this
County teremte farmer crushed to stage.
death beneath the tracts of a The decision to call for a con-
bulldozer yesterday on the Bran- fidence vote, on which his policies
ham Dunlap farm as Mar 'iii Mc- a and government would stand or
Clain, 28, a native of Montgomery, fall. rests entirely wtth the Pre-
County.
WATFIRMELON HOUND
MANDARIN, Fla - 18 --
Rusty. a two-year-old German
shepherd dog owned by Mrs Rob-
ert Sommerville. cares nothine for
steak in the summer when his fa -
%ore. food is cold watermelon,
seeds and all.
WNW
mien.
1- Mendes-France is expecte"! to
1 decide his course late this weekor early next after he has meas-ured the temper of the essemble
toward the German rearament
i plan and related issues.Mendes-Frence received the go-
ahead for a confidence vote at a
meeting of his cabinet at Presi-
dent Coty's Elysee Palace.
-------
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THi LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHRIFff 'DGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY* lime
"24iruielldatton of t, Murray Ledger. The Canoway Times, and T;Timee-Herald Octob.c 20, ant and the West Kentuckian Zama,ISIA
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
tittered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for tranair-asto0
Second Clan Matter
2111Z KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATIONNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., INSdoiaroe, Memphis. Tenn , 250 k Ave. New York; 307 N. Michigan4.n.. Chicago, NI Bolystou St.. Boston. '
SUBSCRIPTION RAT. By carrier in Murray, . per week 15c, peimonth SO:. In Calloway and adjoining countres. per year, 1.1.50 else-where, 0.30
We reserve the Kant to reject any Advertising. Letters to vit.i Editorat Public Voice items which in .our opinion are not for the boatNearsist of our readers.
WEDNMDA Y, OCTOBER 6, 1954
Five —Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File
October 6, 1949
Fire Prevention Week begins nationally on Sunday,
October 9. Ft will be observed in Murray beginning at
8:30 Sunday morning with the sounding of the big siren
for one minute.
The highway bridge across Kentucky ,Dam started
to take shape today when the first steel girder was
placed in position. This marks the beginning of heavy
construction work on the bridge.
Among the road contracts let recent!) is one calling
for reconstruction of the Hazel-State Highway 121. The
contract calls for repairs on 6.6 miles.
Louisville Oct. 6 (UP) The University of Louisville
board of trustees will meet October 15th for a discussion
on admitting Negroes to graduate from the professional
schools of the University.
IN
For Used Car
Bargains
that will open
, your eyes
Come see the beauties we're getting,
because Buick sales are soaring!
DUBLIN BUICK CO
607-609 Maple St. Murray, Ky.
 •
didn't Iscat uS, team to :earn and
find the Giants stronger
than most of the other clutet in
our league."
Cleveland--afound CI, Giants
strong., 7 than any club in the
American League.
But the Giants weren" quite as
complimentary.
As they were leaving Cleveland
ItSdium after wrapping :: up in
four straight games—the fist such
American Lague debacle in 40
years — somebody suietested to.
Manager Leo Durocher that the
Brooklyn Dodgers were tougher
than She Indians. -- • —
"You can say that again," Du-
rocher shot b ,ck emphatically.
And everybody probably will. all
winter long.
- —
EF:etter To Editor]
Dear Editor: •
The Post-Office Department is
suggesting that ALL MAILERS of
Christmas packages overieas, mail
them starting Oct. 13th. Delivery
is not GUARANTEED if mailed
after November 15th.
s addressed to my or
Fleet Post-Ofoices may ?'OT EX-with 103 victories. And the White
ICEED 70 pounds in weieht. andSax. in third place. while tiouble-
100 inches in over-all measure-some still finished 17 'erenes be- I
i.e the leugth p'us thehind the Indians After that you men"'
girth of the package not to exceedneed binoculars to spot the rest
of the field. 100 inches. in the over-all-measure-
ments.
While on the mattes of Christ-
mas marling, may I suggest that
you buy your stamps for Christ-
mas mailing as early pa possible.
and this will help the RUSH, and
we know we can give you better
service. Limit on AIR-MAIL Over-
seas is two pounds.
In wrapping vein Christmas
packages. be sure that you wrap
them securely and use twine that
is stout enough to keep frern
brelking. If you use Scerch Tape
••
t
•
 reetItect---
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Today's Sport Parade
Vashad Pais BON* Waist I
By OSCAR FRALEY
NEW YORK eb 
- fn... World
series victory of the New •York
Giants was conclusive Floc; today
of the deplorable state of affairs
in the Amenican League
Before the series, the bombed
out Cleveland Indians were hailed
as the biggest winner in American
League history on a reLi..rd 111
triumphs. It %%IN a false statistic
which installed them as favorites
the classic.
For the series chscl wed thet
their record winning tota'. was not
actually a testimonial to their skill
but rather an indictment of the
other clubsin ttlg
'This isnot .a knack at tine Giant
triumph. one richly deserved by a
ball club which preyed. race again
that it tied been under:Awl But
it has to be a knock for the Anter-
i.-an league. 4. -'
Three Thum League
The Indians weren" -cheese
champons" BuSeielleir record num-
ber of victories ' was limburger,
and thereby misleadine because
they played in a three-team league
—or a two and one hi-If team
league.
Because while the Yenkees fi-
nished setfond. they had the great-
est secone place total of all time
As example. Boston. :n fourth
place. finished 42 gam''- behir.d
the Indians Over in the National
League last place P:ttsburith
MEMO ONIMMIIIIMIND IMMO 41111 
wound up only 44 garee back of
m•mim 
the winning Giants.i
Which Urn:I-erg down to a mat-
ter of e .mpetition. The Ciaats had
to be good te win in a ....-nieh
league. The Indians. Yankees arid.
to a lesser extent. the White Sex.
each fattened by knock:'z over a
bue.ch ofe efeilasee .,
ArestelattP rnINI• glfi rn better in fixing up aur packages. be
Man an ever...11-11 spl'• in its .ure and use a -ifftker 'flu-....•
22 games with the Yanks and with MAY BE OPENED - POP POWTAL
the White Sax But boss- it elob- INSPECTION - Otherwise. sealed
bered thise 'titer "team,"
Beat Abe Rae.
Against the Red Sox Cleveland
won 20 and lost. only is. a Balti-
more . was beaten in II agair.st
only three Oriole wins The In-
dams won 18 and lost but four to
both the Athletics and Senators-
And with Detroit their re:ord was
14-R
•
These figures were surrosed to
be a monument to their greatness.
Actually they' were a headstone
Casey Stengel. managrr ef the
Yankees. cautioned American
Leaguers against their pre-World
Series optimism Asked who would
win, he warned that 'Cleveland
The first!
Phillips 66 brings you the first All-Weather Motor Oil
is has proved it meets the most exacting standard
ever established for automobile lubrication...
Ali1-0-2101, Supplement 1 level.
site-
-
re's,
sit
TNT toughest standard met set up for
automobile lubrication is the Mil-0-2104 Sup-
plement 1 test. New Terse-Awn(' is the first
all-sseather motor oil to meet the requirements
of this test. It is an oil which will serve you
winter arid summer .. : an oil so good it can
idoubk the life of an automobile engine! 't gel
Compared to ordinary motor oils, new
TILOP-ARTIC reduces ring vicar 40% or more.
It cuts oil consumption 15% to 45%. It keeps
pistons and bearings cleaner ... longer-lasting.
It sas es you money by increasing gasoline mile-
age. This has been demonstrated in tests
rel.-eventing ()set 150.000 miles ot dris mg.
1:11ft
. *I•IL k
".0*.
Tkor-AkTic is truly an all-weather oil.
S.A.E. lOW thrugh s.A.r. 10. Therefore it
flows instantly for easy starting at cub-zero
temperatures, and set it retains the him strength
neoessary to present engine wear under high
temperature driving conditions. It isn't just
hear). duty. Ifs double duty.
Any car, in any climate, at any time of the
year will perform better with Phillirre
Time-Mimi It is a worthy companion prod-
net to Phillips X6 Ferri-Fail . the new high
performance gasoline recentls introduced by
Phillips. It pass to stop at the station where
you see the Phillips 605 Shield.
411. *S01011PIl •
p.„, ,pc r-rmn,TcTs are distributed in M1;RP AV -
1,•• NOR, F FABRIC
PMILLJPS Pt TROLECM COMPANY
?.w
I
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parcels - cell foe/Fr:it Cla:s Post-
age. Buy your Stickers before you
unne t6 mkfl yaur package. The
Post-Office does not furn:sh th-se
stickers We have to buy them
OUT selves-
Print your address pie,nly on
your P.4r_el. and Aways use a
ak turn Address. I believe you will
agree with me that ALL taekogeli
of value should be Insured SimolY
Immo. them Gm their eicscit value,
as that is all that you can collect
from the Poet-Office Department
if the par:.el is lost .or broken in
transit If you have en article
that is Fragile of Breakable. park
AI securely, so some 1, ved one
won't be disappointed when they
receive their present ant find it
broken.
There is just ONE (TNT dif-
ference in the Postage of FIRST
CLASS mail and Third Crass malt
in the FIRST CLAM; you mar
veil the Greetings and write as
much as you please. Third Class
with a 2 cent stamp doesn't per-
mit any writing other Oriel your
signature, and doesn't permit Seal-
ing OUT letters. By vc.ing the
Frst Class mail you may use 3
Returfl Address. anti If yoer letter
doesn't reach it's destiral ion and
is not delivered, it will be return-
ed to you. and there an, be no
guess work as to whether your
friend has received the Christmas
Card or Letter
It Is is GOOD POLIrY to get
in the habit of addressing your
mail. using P. 0. Box numbers.
Street numbers or the Rural Route
number. The Post-Office Depacti
ment does not give Directory
Service, and we have rely one
alternative- if your letter doesn't
carry the Box number or Street
Address. They are placei! In the
dead lettets. and if not Ti' at Class
and carry a Return Adnress they
are thrown -away.
We ask you to please give us
your cooperation this Christmas.
and we In turn, will de .every-
thing in our power to see that
your mail reaches its destination
lust as goon as possible.
Possibly you think this a bit
early to start tolking to you abets?
Christmas mailing, but we feel
'tire that you have alretde shop-
ped f o some of your Oversea
Precaerts. We will eciNnue to
remind you r from time to time.
but we want yeu to start thinking
about your Christmas mailing. Ylt1
on Rural Routes, buy starnoe eel
stamp yeur own Christrr.7. Cards
and Lettere, as your e•e-rice•
doesn't have time to & this for
you In fact you are sunnosed •ts
stamp your own letters. In some
instances. we ',realize that you
won't have the Sta Tips hut when
you don't 'have them. be sure and
havr the Correet chanee. .0 the
Carrier won't have to eumble
through his pouch looking for the
P• change.
Respeett:urs
Harry I. Sheol
vs
se
Om*
Marilyn Monroe ed no community piuperty during
their beset unionAnd Dimag Split The split-up of the marrfage the
world has eagerly watched Was aHOLLYWOOD 
- surprise to fans and to most fit-ro-
sters. but attoiney Gg*tet said
"trouble has been bre sing for
quite some time."
-The break-up ie not sudden,"he told reporters who cluitered on
the lawn of the DiMaegie home
Monday.
A few clase friends of the cou-
ple admitted that they lied known
the marriage was rocky for seve-
ral montil
Michael Cheehov Marlyn's vo-
cal coach, said the famous star
had become "morose" recept:y
Phone 1142
Monrisr. red
-eyed from weeping
said Uarough her attorney today
"there is no chance of reconcilia-
tian" with baseball great Joe Di-
Maggio. She ordered her divorce
suit tiled today or Wednesday.
Friends of the couple tried to
get the nine-month-old marriage
back on Its felll by urging them •to
recon-ile. But the crvins actress.
near 'hysteria, told attorney Jerry
Gelder Sat any patch-en "is nut
of the question."
"We may file today or toneer-
rem:. depending upon Marilyn's
health," Geisler said ear'y had.). e, 
"I thscussed the possibility of-- r
reconcilkdien with her. but she
..aid no. There is a conflict of ca-
reers and a general incompatibil-
ity. Yes. Joe, has struck out."
Joe remained inside the cou-
ple's remained inside the cou-
ple's rented Beverly Hills home.'
but Geisler said he assumed DI—
Maggio planned to mosfe to rin
apartment soon.
The blonde refused to telk,to re-
porters todey but agreed to ap-
pear at a press conference
Wednesday noon at Geiel.e's office
at least to pose fc- photographers .
The divorce suit. to be filed in
ne.c-by Santa Monica. will charee
DiMaggio with mental cruelty.
Marilyn will not seek alimony
from the currently jobless sports
f'stu-e, and the couple acrumulat-
••••Mv NIMMk.isamm
AGNES FAIR'S
BEAUTY SHOP
1104 Etna St.
Invites You
to take advantage of
her opening specials.
— Permanents —
Reg. $10 now $8.50
Reg. $6.50 .. now $5
OPEN EVENINGS
By Appointment
11.
maned.2••••••••••••-. 4
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over her wedded life. He held long
before- their recent-4v ief
Nw Yo:k she' confided him
that "Joe 4 a woadeirtui jtb but
we don't have enough in c .narir
t
BACKSTAIRS AT THE
WHITEI IOUSF
Mr Eisenhower is te.fisaltely par-
tial to black Angus cattl:• which
he raises in small quant:Zy on his
Gettysburg, Pa., farm. out -after
seeing some of the Pie polled
Herefords in this se:eior he says
he may try a few of this breed.
himself.
Weekly,
"iAKEVIE
DMVE-1N '
TUES. and WE
"THE WAR Or THE
WORLDS"
in Technicolor
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"JIVARO"
in Technicolor
'with Fernado Lamas,
Rhonda Fleming
SPECIAL
2-Pc • Living Room Suite
ONLY $18995 SAVE $30
GROUP INCLUDES: 2-Pc. Tapestry Suite (makes bed),
2 End Tables, 2 Lamps and Coffee Table.
Riley's Furniture & Appliances
510 W. Main St. Phone 587
SIEGLER
HEATMAKER No.1
HEATING
AREA
than ordinary
heaters
PLUS HEATMAKER No. 2110
The powered-air, inner heat
tubes. Room air is forced
through the heart of the hot-
test fire...and poured over
your floors.
Mae
:•i,PVPiy1001111
JUST 1.1*E A FURNACE... BUT WITHOUT ALL THI
COSTLY DIRT COLLECTING PIPES AND REGISTERS
has TWO heatmakers working together on ONE fire
to heat every room in your home!
21Y604 ,..;Veezt
QUICKLY GETS TO THE BOTTOM OF THE COLD FLOOR PROBLEM ,
Siegler is not a space heater that wastes heat up the chimney(Ind on the ceiling forcing you to live in one or two rooms.
Siegler is not a central heating plant with expensive installations!
Siegler is a revolutionary method of
WARM FLOOR HEATING in every room
&UT WITHOUT COSTLY DIRT COLLECTING PIPES AND REGISTERS
AND LOOK—don't be confused by BTU Ratings!
• There is BTU INPUT ... there is BTU OUTPUT, but whatkeeps your family warm is BTU USEPUT . . ,the workingBTU's that heat your home! In BTU USEPUT Siegler OUT-HEATS 'EM ALL! A 50,000 RTU Siegler gives more USABLEHEAT than muCh higher rated ordinary heaters. A 75,000BTU Siegler furnace
-volume beater can only be compared toa central heating plant.
MOSEY BACK GUARANTEE
6 G. STARKS & SON
Slegliir costs you so little to
own and operate...it pays for it-
self again and agave with the; fuel it saved
OIL furnace HEATER
THE HEATER WITH THE PAIiifilEU
INNER HEAT TUBES
URBAN
"Good Stoves Are Not Expensive"
South 12th at ropier
Murray, Kentucky
IMO
•
•S
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ovori
111.11.6 
[-FOR 1RENT
FOR RENT: MODERN FOUR
room house, electric heat. water
heater. 1014 Snarpe street.. See
Norman Klapp at postoffice or
call 936 after 600 pm. otic
FOR RENT: NICE 2 BEDROOM
house. 1108 Vine St. See Fred
Huston 12:20 each day at bus
station.
FOR RENT: 6 ROOM HOUSE &
bath. 8 miles out, 1 mile off Lynn
Grove Road. Heated with gas.
running water. Phone 9175 jr
Mayfield. Cletus Byrd. o8p
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: TWO ROW ISIC
corn picker for H or M Farmall
tractor. price $250 Myron Culp.
Murray route five. Mueray. Ky.
Phone 957-j 1. o8c.
FOR SALE. TWO GOOOD T-SED
chest of drawers. Both good buys.
Exi.hange Furniture Co. Fhone 877
o8c
FOR SALE- 8 piece diring room
suite: Walnut finish A bargain at
59.50 Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 877 ofle
••••••••••••••
ci.
vgoingsw
FOR SALE: USED REVRIGERA-
tors 
-$49.95-5 to choose from.
Riley's Furniture & Appliances
Ph. 587, 510 W. Main S: n8
FOR SALE: ONE BULL. ABER-
deen Angus, registered, Sire Ei-
leenmere S. 487, good condition
and halter broke. L. D. Outland.
208 North 12th. St. Phone 354 o8p
FOR SALE WY OWNER, REST.
ful 6 'room country home with 8
acres. One mile from city limi•s
an Benton Highway. Scre:ned por-
ches, modern bathroom, electric
well pump, ample shade, many
conveniences. If interested. contact
Mrs. J. N. Waggoner, none BM,
(0fip)
FOR SALE: 1154ED WESTING-
house refr:gerator. $40.00 Good
warm mernine ,tovn C:,l1 1000.
o7c
FOR SALE: FOUR NIALT BLAND
Cockerel Spaniel Reg. Puppies.
Ivan Graham mile oa Concord
Road. near Morgan's Grocery, olc
MONUMENTS SOLID GRANITE.
large selection styles, sizes Call 85,
see at Calloway Monument Works.
Vester Orr, owner. -Nest Main nem*
College. (07C.)
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answ•• to v iterday's Pun,,.
ACROSS
1-Comely
9-Precious
stones
9-Baseball
implement
13-Egyptiandancing girl
13-Spoken
14-Spanish toe
"river"
15-Dried grapes
17-Hard, bla,k
wood
and fill
of ocean
20-Earns
21--Open space In
forest
21-Country of
24-Pacii
25-A physician
24-A suit. (abbr.)
23-Sufflx:
follower of
25-Aviator
30-Pasa between
peaks
111-Symbol for
tellurium
32-Animated
33-Algorigulan
Indian
34-Stalk of gratis
3:•-davag•
34-Chastise
24-Observed
dy-Nautical: atop'
40-Member of
diplomatic
staff
41-Number
44-Med15erranean
Island
46-Keep clear of
47-tkal
45-Hellow
49-In-gang of
sight
1. I , S • 1
1.4
S ' 6
O'' 7 4
`I
•
... 27
7/20
.e
A///,Ss
51
.
;''-
L.; ,tr.
b '4,
DOWN
1-Taut ant
2-Wlog
I -Apo
4-I 'welt
11-Departed
1-21it.sr %etch
7-Pareei
(eoliori.)
13-11%11111a Alt
5--Cook over
Coals
foolloc.).
11-ilaything•
16-Cyprinoi8 fish
13-Part rr •fatt of
csroll grain
110-Ftee-f.rv•all
2I-Courage
WITnytru 
Of
25-Flo.rt in air
24-Rard
27-Tou fled the
.ehelterell tilde
,^
--chetry
11-•Worll of
aorrrrow
"-Feld
i-siorms
-Weger
-Heavenly body
4 - A ra ..1 a n
garment
41-CnIne
42-Abstract being
Behold!
SERVICES OFFERF-Di
PHOTOGRAPV WETS AND
W-ather Studio, South Stde Square,
Murray. Psone 1439. (07C)
SINGElt SEWING MACHINE
representative in Murray. For
Sales, Service. Repair contact Leon
Hall, 1411 Poplar, phone '1074-P.
(012C1
FtAMES MADE i0
Wells € Wry-he Studio SO. S:de
Square, Mu-ray (07C).
RID YOUTt HOLAI OF TFRMITES
and txiseei Expert wort Gall
541 or re Sam Kellel7 Wel
KILTED AND FRING-
ED, the Fall '54 moccasin
rates high for lleisure-
wear. The :hand-ititched
vamp and one-piece goni
struction assure the
most in foot comfort. (By'
.-e•ette-
-••••'7=erts---sell3
RR LIOLKMB AND TIMM, MURRAY. BENTIMKIII
WANT
[Wanted To Rent I
WANTED TO RENT: METRO-
palitan Insurance agent: &
desire 2 bedroom raodern. h
Must have a minimum ,guar.wie.
of a years oesuparcy. Tito-e 113;
o9c
CAI OF THANKS: We wish •to -
express our sincere thanks and
appreciation , for the 'kindness
shown to us In the death of our
father, Daniel T Wyatt. Also to
.7. LT Hicks for his consoling
words, and to all those who sent
the beautiful flov.•ers, to the ones
v.din had a part in the singing.
nni the I.ynn Funeral Herne
The Wyatt Family
Ito
 •
NOTICE
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT AT TUR-
ners in Coldwater. Car grind
rra-nkshofts in all tars Wthord re-
moving engine, with a naw puar-
antee-Bursted blocks reps:red.
cylinders rebored and reds align-
ed-I have the largest auto ma-
chine ,s...op in Callo-ay County.
You will •sve money by seeing
me. Truman Turner in Coldwater
(021C)
- - 
-
0.0 .
Iluskies) DiANPATIc new version
-- of, the lclinghig, contour-
banded, shoe for Fall,95 Drive-in
TUEn. and WED.
"JAMAICA RUN"
in Technicolor
with Ray Milland, Arlene
Dahl and Wendell Corey
_
THURSDAY and4.0Ay
with Leo GorceY ann
the Bowery Boys
PLUS
"SERPENT of the NIUE"
in Technicolor
with Rhonda Fleming and
William Lundigan
STN.) Pals
Jiro Bennett. noted sleuth of Cleve-
rant Ohio accompanies his secretary.
Miss Sandy 'Ionia, to her family homein rural Ohio for a week end of pheas-
ant shooting He is received well b•
Seedy. parents, and rugged Rex
Bishop their farm-hand regales nim
with tattle of 'bootie days' in the
old west Jun also meets Sandy a war-
wet brothar Ralph He bad recentlybroteb his •agagemoot to nandsome
spirited Judy Kirkland in favor ofdoel)e Sheen Fortune Cveryoo• in-
, Jutting her father Jake Fortune, sad
exported Eileen to marry Carl Seitz-
man Jake s partner in • caw. buyinebosio•es Later et • gathering in theHotiis home Bennett meets all these
People. run and fellowship prevail.
CHAPTER FOUR
IN THE living 'room Ralph Bol-
os and Jake Forturie were in con-
versation by the fireplace. Eileen
haa left Ralph and was now sitting
beside Earl Scluman. He was Lath-
ing to ner in low tones, nil nead
bent forward, nil eyes bright and
interuie beano his glasses. She
was listening. but I caw tier gaze
dart to Ralph, who very carefully
avoided looking at net. Mrs. Hollis
alai sitting comfortably in a rock-
.g chair on the far side of the ,
&replace with • darning needle and
• Daaket of heavy wool socks.
We passed the drinks.
Homer nad sat down by a table
on which was a stack of farm
journals. I pulled up • Chair be-
side him, sahd, "Where's Rex?"
"In bell. He gets up at five
o clock in the morning, winter and
summer. He wouldn t need to, but
he still lives in the old days, 0e
tore we had electric milking ma-
chines and tractors and automatic
teeders." He smiled his shy smile.
'Of course, we still nave to see
that the right buttons are pushed. '
"Oh, sure," I said, laughing.
You farmers certainly have it
easy."
He smiled, more with his eyes
than hia mouth, and sipped at tits
whisky.
"I like Rex," I said.
"lie's one of the family," Homer
SIL/d. "He won't work for anyone
eise.. TWO place belonged to funs
at one time-until the depression.
He lost It in '32, and the bank
eventually sold It to me. I guess
he thinks he still owns it, the way
he acts sometimes." He laughed
softly. -Rex i• more of a partner
than • hired nand tie lies a share
of the wheat and corn, and all the
truck stuff, and the pigs are his"
-Can ne really shoot-like he
said?"
"He's a tine shot, as old as he Is
Got quite a little gun shop out in
the barn. He. all excited about
you-thinks you'll give rum some
competition. It you get time to-
morrow, maybe you wouldn t mind
doing some shooting with him."
"I'd like to," I said, and I meant
it. "How much land do you farm 7"
nundren and forty acres
now. I've been selling land, and
going in more tor blooded stock.'
He susu told me that the morn-
ing nuntini; party would consist
ot himself. Sanity. Ralph. ilecn
Fortune and her father, and my-
self.
"Aren't you going to Invite
young Aeltzman 7" I asked.
He lit toe pipe and said shortly,
•Triat s up to Ralph."
I gazed around the room. Sandy
tiaa Joined Ralph and Jake For-
tune at the fireplace. Looking at
Earl Seltsman's pale, intense. face.
the Outer of ms glasses, at the
movement of nie lips as he mut-
tered into Eileen a ear, as they sat
on the divan, I thought that he
was acting very badly, here in the
home of Ralph Hollis, who was
going to marry the gill beside
him I wondered why he had come,
and I thought, Forget her, sox,
ono buck up. The best man soon
and all that and stop trying to
talk out o/ It. She •• made up
her mina and you d better and a
new girl.
Sandy moved arivay from the
fireplace to a phonograph console
at the tar end of the room. In a
moment 'the soft piano magic of
Frankie Cane filled the room. I
Settled back in my chair with a
"PRIVATE
••••••••••••••
sigh of contentment. sandy ChM
and stood beside me and her fa-
ther. .
Homer Hollis said, "1 wish-you'd
come some more often, honey."
She leaned down and ic i axed
him. "I would, Dad, but Jun works
roe too hard."
"Really cracks the whip, does
he?" Homer's eyes glinted with
amusement. "Maybe you need IL
I remember wiien you were a little
girl your mother could never get
you to make your bed."
"I ha‘e a terrible time with
her," I said. "I'm thinking about
getting a new girl-a blonde, this
time.'t
"Now, listen-," Sandy began,
and then she gazed out ot the win-
dow. "Oh, tun More eonipany." -
The lights of a ear were streak-
ing up the lane. They disappeared
and we heard the Cattle of stone as
the car braked to whit must have
been a skidding glop.
"That s Judy,- Sandy said. "No-
body else in the world drives like
that,"
The room was suddenly quiet,
anti the piano melody troni the
console was sOft and bell-clear.
Even Earl Iieltzmart stopped his
low monologue, and both he and
Eileen Fortune looked toward the
archway leading to the front nalL
Ralph Hollis wind Jake Fortune
turned expectantly froni the fire-
place, and Mrs. hull's stopped net
lgentle rocki fied g. Homer pu sil-
ently on his pipe.
Sandy in ved out into the hall.
The tront door opened and closed,
there were voices of greeting and
• woman's quick laughter. Sandy
returned to the living room with
an arm around a slender black-
haired girl, who was murmuring
in protes t, "But you have
guests.
"Nonsense, Judy," Sandy mild.
"I'm glad you came." The two of
them stoppv,1 and (aced the room.
I got to my fret, as did Homer
Hollis, who said quietly, "Good
evening, Judy." 
. _,..
(To Bc Continued)
with ft; rhinestoned but-
ton to deepen inky-black
.1 . suede. (By. Mademoiselle
4
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Reptiles Feature
Dramatic Touch
Of Pale Colors
•
Maybe the leopard can't
change his spots, but the snak
can certainly change his s
as witness the new glartiorized
reptile shoes for both street and
after-five wear this coming sea- '
,son.
Reptiles have been pearlized
until they gleam like moon-
•.11.
a.
--este_eteseer-t----Trimme,seeerees
•
beams, or shjrnmer in pale tints
of blue, rose and motive with a
pearly overcast. They :can be a
ripple of molten gold, or silver
to add a dramatic toiach to the
formal evening dress ,or simple
black cocktail or dinner costume.
The open sandal is the prefer-
red type in these exotic mate-
rials. Just a flash of leather on
the instep with wide open vamp
and halter strap of matching or
contrasting material such as pa-
tent, satin or crepe.
There are fewer of the strip-
ping sandals shown in reptile,
but many smart new -.'ersicals
of the envelope vamp -vhiela
encloses the foot like a shell,
leaving the toes exposed.
High, slim, delicately cursed
Is of the reptile add to the
air' of formal eleglince which is
the keynote of these exciting new
slippers for fall and winter party
wear.
In addition to the all-reptile
- • -
JEWELS Folt YOL l FEET are these new, brilli-
antly-colored Chandori lizartl pumps for Fall. Ajewelled strap crosses in front, and the heel is held
snug by. an exclusive "soutien" suspension-back. (By
Palter De Liso)
RUPERT E. STIVERS, D.S.C.
CHIROPODIST (Foot Specialist)
NOW OPEN
(Next ,To Ledger and Times)
Phone 225
Office Open On Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays
Affiliated with Dr. Earl Stivers and Dr.
Stivers of Paducah, Ky.
Stanley 1
WHY ARE YOU
STANDING THERE
WITH
TH
RAKE ?
•
UL' ABNER
you'LL
SEE
orl
lac T - 4
• OH, THANK
AH
NEEDED SCA1E-
ONE, T'SEND
AFTER LI'L
ABNER AN'
HONEST ABE-
AIME an' SLATS
THEY FELL ASLEEP
IN TH' TRASHBERRY
PATtH, PORE
WARS -BUT, AH
WERE SO IMPAYSHUt4T
T'GIT HOME, AH
•<-
HO/- 7-ESPO MAT SAYING
Q
T
0...'WMEN THE P//NO /5/N
HE EA57; 7frIE 17511E5 8/7E
rpe ze-frisr'n. EXCEPT...
TIIE WINC.' IS IN VIC
WEST... GUESS I'M
NOT CONCENTRATING
TODAY...
:••• 71-:' 1.0 r.
il
• ;1.'1' kir(
'..lotattw)ti
1_
vi
/or**
stiloe.: those 'natal es ate affec
dye trim for moirit cohieintiotikl
evening shoes of suede, crepe on
satin, with hee'. pipings. Inlays
or straps the erikeskin.
Read OUT Classifieds
TRI-CITY
DRIVE-IN
TUES. and WED.
"RED STALLION IN
THE ROCKIES"
P LUS
"TWO WEEKS 'PO LIVE"
with Lum and Abner
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"EYES OF TEXAS"
with Roy Rogers. Lynne
Roberts, Andy Devine,
Bob Nolan and Sons
of the Pioneers
P LUS
"CU
-3E FIRE"
CS
trO. 40A3
Ready Afixel--
Concrete
WHEN TIME
IS MONEY,
SAVE BOTH!
We've got the man
-poster and
equipment to supply mixed-to-
specification concrete right to
your job! gave time, money.
Murray Ready-Mix
Company
Phone 1226
IIIIIIIE11111111111111111111111111
. •!
Trade in your old style
watch on one of the
.Iii
modern watches dur-
ing our
October
Trade-In Sale
iii
Today At LINDSEYS
NOTICE
Beginning October .7,
my office will be closed on
Thursday instead of Wednesday
Dr. Charles D. Clark. M.D.
1;04 44
105 North 4th Street Murray, Ky. 
i
By _:rnie Bushrniller
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CUT
TH'
JABBER-
OR-I'M CONCENTRATING
ON THE WRONG THING ;
°
WONOE'R WHERE LAURY
IS AT THIS TIME OF
‘As
CS •
e-,
••••
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Nuoillatk
At
KIS3
NiEff • tfrice
r WAS YOUCALLIN' ME,
LEE
11 S • ••••• •••
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By Al Capp
WAIT, FRANK1 ET:- ALL T'OTHER GALS
WHUT SAID *NO: DIDN'T REALLY MEAN
IT- BUT, THIS ONE'S SINCEREff-AH IS
MERELY 151
 YARS OLD, BUT AH IS A
EXPLRT ON SINCERITY, BECUZ AH IS
SO CUSSED
SINCERE,
MAHSELF./7
el ksd-
'Z1
By Raeburn Van Buren
YOU MUST'VE BEEN
THINKIN'A.BOUT ME,
SUST LIKE ryr FIEEN
TH BOUT
You:
 
 p4011 414041'
L
IT TAKES
TWO TO SPEAK
TH7 TRUTH-
ONE TO SPEAK,
ANOTHER TO
HEA2. I HEARD
YOU, LAURY
7tTI
YOU SPOKE
THE TRUTH;
• • 1
rAGZ TWO
THE LEDGER in TIMES_
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PrIBLIeHED BY 11243E111\ 1 TOMB PUBLISHING COMPANY. Ise
"eorsoolldation et te Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and T. •rim..-Het•ld Octolee- 20, MA and the West Kentuckian, Januate11112.
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
faltered at the Port Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranarreasion
Second Class Manse
TIER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATIONNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. LISsionroe. Memphis. Tenn . 250 Pink Ave. New York; 307 N. Michigan4.va, Chicago: II Eiolyston St., Boston.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray, per week 15c, peiswath 116: In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, S.1.50 else-where, $5-50
We reserve the rikht So reject any Advertising. Letters to thesr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for theeaterest of our readers.
Edits'? 
which installed k them as .javorites
1"114 in the slesslc.
For the series disci ised that
their record winning tote was not
actually a testimoreal to their skill
but rather an indictment of the
other clubs in the league.
This is not a knack at the Giant
triumph, one richly deserved by a
ball club which proved. race again
that it hed been under-sated. But
it has to be a knock for :he Amer-
isan league.
Three Teams League
The Indians werene "cheese
champions." But their record num-
ber of victories was limburger.
aril thereby misleadine because
they played in a three-teirn league
—or a two ar.d one helf team
league,
s
• seweeeseeweeriAseallkaeeeressies .
. '
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Today's ort Parade
By OSCAR
eskled Pram limario Wsliite I
ritiitztr
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1954
Five Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File ,
October 6, 1949
Fire Prevention Week begins nationally on Sunday,
October 9. ?t will be observed in Murray beginning at8:30 Sunday morning with the sounding of the big sirenfor one minute.
The highway bridge acro.•Ls Kentucky Darn started
to take shape today when the first steel girder was
placed in position. This marks the beginning of heavy
construction work on the bridge.
Among the road contracts let recentl) is .one calling
for reconstruction of the Hazel-State Highway 121. The
contract calls for repairs on 6.6 miles.
Louisville Oct. 6 (UP) The University of Louisville
board of trustees will meet October 15th for a discussion
on admitting Negroes to graduate from the professional
panic)]s of the University.
For Used Car
Bargains
that will open
, your eyes
Come see the beauties we're getting,
because Buick sales are soaring!
DUBLIN BUICK CO.
607-609 Maple St.
.1M0••• ••••• ••=•• emm.an•
NEW YORK 4 --In,, World
series victory of the Ness York
GI:MU was conclusive prayt today
of the deplorable state or affairs
in the American League
[Settee the series, the bombed
out Cleveland Indians were hailed
as the biggest winner in American
League history on a reserd III
triumphs. It was a false statistic
Because while the Yenkees fi-
nished second, they had the great-
est secone place total of all time
with 103 vict:dies And the White
Sox. in third ;Awe, while trouble-
some still finished 17 rcrnes be-
hrsid the Indians After that you
need binoculars to spot the rest
of the field.
. As exeinple. Boston. n fourth
place. finishei 42 gam:, behir.d
the Indians Over in the National
League. last place Fttsburgh
wound up only 44 games back of
the winning Giants.
Which simrers down to a mat-
ter of r 'repetition. The Ciente had
to be good to w!n in a tough
league. The Indians. Yankees and,
to a lesser extent. the White SIX.
each fattened by knockires over a,
buech of,.4este . .
than,  in ever 11;11 s.;,. 17' in 
better
22 games with the Yanks and with
the White Ssx But has. it elhh-
bered th ,sie ther -teem,"
Beat Aim Bert
Against the Red Sox Cleveland
won 20 and lest only eel Balti-
more was beaten in 18 against
only three Oriole wins The In.
won 18 and lost bit* four to
both the Athletics and Senators_
And with Detroit their rsoord was
14-8
These figures were sueresed to
be a monument to their ereatnese,
Actually they were a headstone
Casey Stengel. managsr ef the
Yankees. cautioned American
Leaguers against their pre-World
Series optimrsin Asked :0'0 would
win, he warned that 'Cleveland
The first!
Phillips 66 brings you the first All-Weather Motor Oil
which has proved it meets the most exacting standard
ever established for automobile lubrication...
Mil-0-2101, Supplement 1 level.
TM toughest standard eser set up for Titoe-Aars- is truly an alT;teathet oil ...
iutomobile lubrication is the Mil-0-2104 Sup- S.A.E. lOW through S.A.E. to. Therefore it
plement I test. New Taos-Aerie is the first floes instantly for easy starting at cub-zero
all -is cattier motor oil to meet the reeuirernents temperatures. and !,.et it retains the trim strength
of this test. It is an oil which %ill serve you necessary to present engine %ear under high
winter and summer .. an oil so good it can temperature driving conditions. It isn't just
double the life of an automobile engine! -S,004 heal,. duty. It's double duty.
Compared to ordinary motor oils, new 11 Any car, in any' climate, at any time of the
TROP-ARTIC reduces ring vicar 40% or more. year will perform better veal Phillips 66
It cuts oil consumption 15% to 45%. It keeps Teoe-Air me It is a eorthy ,companion prod-
pistons and bearings cleaner. ..longer-lasting. Oct to Phillips 756 rl ITS -r •ii, the nee high
It sa% es you money by increasing gasoline mile- performance gasoline rccenti introduced by
age. This has been demonstrated in tests Phillips. It pas to stop at the station where
revesenting °set- 150.000 miles of sire ing. se you see the Phillips 66 Shield.
Pm
PHH.1 112k Fig pqm-wcTs are distributed in MI.TRBAY -:rie!•-
k, NOR! r FARP1C
• 0100:2 P1111.11PS PI TPOI F CM COMPANY
lc TUE NEW a#-&424i/Prt 011. TIItT C.AND. ot RIP THE Lill- Ot 1 01R MOIL/RI
11
 •
drdn'teepeat us, team to reern, and
they'll fled the Giants stronger
than most of the other clubs in
our league."
Cleveland found ti-- Giants
strong. r than any club in the
Ameeean League.
But the Giants werene quite las
complimentary.
As they were leaving Cleveland
,Stadiuns after .wrapping e up in
four straight games—the fist such
American L.ague debacle in 40
years — somebody sullested to.
Manager Leo Durocher that the
Brooklyn Dodgers were tougher
than the Indiana.
"You can say that again," Du-
rocher shot bsck emphitically.
And everybody probably will, all
Winter long.
FL7tter To Editor]
Deer Editor:
The Post-Office Department is
suggesting that ALL MAILERS of
Christmas packages overrees, mail
them starting Oct. 15th. Delivery
is not GUARANTEED if mailed
after November 15th.
Roes addreseee to is my or
Fleet Post-Offices may KOT EX-
CEED 70 pounds in weieht. and
100 inches in over-all me./sure-
meets. i.e the leugth p'us the
girth of the package not to exceed
100 Mches. in the over-all-measure-
ments.
While on the Matter of Christ-
mas mailing. may I suggest that
you buy your stamps for Christ-
mas mailing as early as possible.
and this will help the RUSH. and
we know we can give you better
service. Limit an AIR-MAIL Over-
seas is two pounds.
In wrapping your Christma•
packages. be sure that you wrap
them securely and use twine that
is stout enough to k,sep tram
brelking. If you useSrech Tacos
in fixing up lour p,ark.,ites, be
sure and use a cifelter ries says—
MAY as OPENED FOR POSTAL
INSPECTION - Otherwise. sealed
parcels call for First Class Post-
age. Buy your stickers before you
come to mail your paceeye. The
Post-Office does not furnish these
stickers We have to buy them
our selves.
Print your address plainly on
your P..r.el. and dways use a
Return Address. 1 believe you will
agree with me that ALL taekagee
of value should be Insured. Srmoly
imams* them for their ex .cm virtue.
as that is all that you con collect
fro-n the Poet-Office Diesarunent
if the parcel is lost or broken in
transit If you have en , article
that is Fragile of Breaterble past
it securely. so some I ved one
'won't be disappointed when they
receive their present ant find it
broken.
There is just ONI CENT dif-
ference in the Poetage of FIRST
CLASS mail and Third Claris mail.
In the FIRST CDASS you maY
steel the Greetings and write as
much as you please. 'Third Class
with a 2 cent stamp doesn't per-
mit any writing other then your
airmature. and doesn't permit Sell-
ing your letter' By using the
Pert Class mail you may. use a
Return Address. 2nd if yonr letter
doesn't reach it's destination and
is not delivered, it will be rkurn-
ed 'Id anff 'there- wit, - be -vs
guess work as en whether 'rout
friend has reeifiviq the Christmas
Card. or Letter
It is a GOOD POLP"Y to get
in the habit ef addressing your
mail. using P. 0. Elbe numbers.
Street numbers or the Ruses! Route
number. The Post-Office Depart-
ment does not eve Directory
Service, and we have rely one
alternative if your letter doesn't
carry the Box number or Street
Address. They are place'l In the
deed letters. and. if not Fest Class
and catty a Return Adriress they
are thrown away.
We ask you to please give us
your cooperation this Christmas.
and we in turn. Will do every-
thing in our power to see that
your mail reaches its eestination
just as soon as passible
Posirtily you think this a bit
eorlv to start telting to you about.
Christmas mailing, but we feel
sure Vent you have already shop-
ped fir some of your Oversee
Presents. We will continue to
remind yciu from time to time.
but we want you to start thinking
about your Christmas marina. You
on Rural Routes, buy ataino• eel
stamp your own Christer.:'. Cards
and 'Lettere, as your c,rri,••••
doesn't have tiwie to di' this fir
es.iu In fact you are suerosed to
stamp your own totters. In EOM.
Instance', we realize that you
won't have the Stamps .but . when
you don't have - them. be sure and
haveethe Correet charley. so the
Carrier won't hi:ise to fumble an
through his pouch lookinc for the
change.
Rospectfore
Harry I. Sieue
Marilyn Monroe
And Dirnag Split
HOLLYWOOD 1P 
— Marilyn
Monroe, red
-eyed from weeping
said through her attorney today
"there is no stance of reconcilia-
tion" with baseball great Joe Di-
Maggio. She ordered her divorce
suit filed today or Wednesday.
Friends of the couple tried to
get the nine
-month-old marriage
back on its feet by urging them to
reconsile. But the merle actress,
near *hysteria, told attorney JerryGeisler t -at "fly patch-un "is
 out
of thf• question."
-We may file today ,or toper-
row, depending upon Marilyn's
heilth," Geisler said NW!, tad..3•
diseussed the possibility of s
recencilietien with her, but she
.aid no. There is a conflict of ca-
reers and a general incompatibil-
ity Yes Joe, has struck out."
Joe remained inside the cou-
ple's remained inside the cou-
ple's rented Beverly Hills home,
but Geisler said he assumed Di-
Maggio planned to mosfe to art
apartment soon.
The blonde refused to tell' to re-
teeters today but agreed to ap-
pear at a press conference
Wednesday noon at Geislsr's office ,
at least to pose fc• photographers
The divorce suit, to he filed in
nex.by Santa 114(nnica. will charle
alga ono with mentat cruelty.
Marilyn will not seek alimony
from the currently jobless sports
Peuee. and the couple acrumulat-
AGNES FAIR'S
BEAUTY SHOP
1108 Elm St.
Invites You
to take advantage of
her opening specials.
— Permanents —
Reg. $10 . now $8.50
Reg. $6.50 .. now $5
OPEN EVENINGS
By Appointment
••••
^ ear'wro
ed no community property during
their brief union , 
-
The split-up of the marriage the
world has eagerly watched was a
surprise to fans and to most film-
store but attuiney Geeler said
"trouble has been bre/sing for
quite some time."
"The break-up is not sudden,"
he told reporters who clueered on
the lawn of the DiMaegie home
Monday.
A few close friends of the cou-
ple admitted that they hid known
the marriage was rocky for seve-
ral moue 1.
Michael Cheehov Marlyn's vo-
cal coach, said the famous star
had become "mciro.e- tecertly
over her wedded life. He avid lohg
before-Their recent wJsr):et
Nvs York she him
that "Joe 4 is wooded'', gsfr but
we don't have enough. in catninarr
-
,
BACKSTAIRS AT THR
WHIM IOUSF
Mr. Eisenhower is esfisatlely par-
tial 19 black Angus cattic which
he raises in small quantity on his
Gettysburg, Pa.. farm, out after
seeing some of the ff se polled
Herefords in this st-stior he says
he may try a few l of this breed.
himself.
411111maesell
MI/Mr.1 1954
"
1 1 IDRAYE-IN
TUES. and WEIld.
"THE WAR OF THE
WORLDS"
' in Technicolor
-----
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"JIVARO"
in Technicolor
with Fernado Lamas,
Rhonda Fleming
—
Weekly .
SPECIAL
2-Pc. Living Room Suite
ONLY $18995 SAVE $30
GROUP INCLUDES: 2-Pc. Tapestry Suite (makes bed),
2 End Tables, 2 Lamps and Coffee Table.
Riley's Furniture & Appliances
510 W. Main St. Phone 587
SIEGLER
HEATMAKER No. I
HEATING
AREA
than ordinary
heaters
PLUS HEATMAKER No. 2 NO
The powered-air, inner heat
tubes. Room air is forced
through the heart of the hot-
test fire...and poured over
your floors.
JUST Li#E A FURNACE... BUT WITHOUT ALL THI
COSTLik:DIRir 11.I.LECTING PIPES AND REGISTERS
has TWO heatrnakers working together on ONE fire
to heat every room in your home!
-se
NT*
1=0
es•G
2ztpica1.71004 .../34eat
QUICKLY GETS TO THE BOTTOM
Slegler is not a space heater that wastes heat up the chimney
and on the ceiling forcing you to live in one or two rooms.
Siegler is not a central heating plant with expensive installations!
Siegler is a revolutionary method of
WARM FLOOR HEATING in every room
WI WITHOUT COSTLY DIRT COLLECTING PIPES AND REGISTERS
AND LOOK—don't be confined by BTU Ratings!
, There is BTU INPUT ... there is BTU OUTPUT, but whatkeep' your family warm is BTU USEPUT . . the workingBTU'. that heat your home! In BTU USEPUT Siegler OUT-HEATS 'EM ALL! A 50,000 BTU Siegler gives more USABLEHEAT than much higher rated ordinary heaters. A 75,000BTU Siegler furnace-volume heater can only be compared toa central heating plant.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Phone 1142
OF THE COLD FLOOR PROBLEM
Slegier costs you so little to
own and operate.. .it pays for it-
sdfogoin and agarn with the fuiPi i1 say's)
PATENTED AUTOrs., r
OIL furnace HEATER
THE HEATER waH THE RAI i ILO
INNER HEAT TUBES
URBAN G. STARKS & SON
"Good Stoves Are Not Expensive"-
South 12th at l'oplar
Murray, Kentucky
ta,
•
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FOR FtENT
FOR KENT: MODERN FOUR
room house, electric heat, water
heater. 1014 Snarpe rt:•eet. See
Norman Klapp at PostofCce or
call 036 after ti 00 pm. o8c
FOR RENT: NICE 2 BEDROOM
house. 1108 Vine St. See Fred
Huston 12:20 each day at bus
station. e8p
FOR RENT: 6 ROOM HOUSE &
bath. 6 miles out. 1 mile off Lynn
Grove Road. Heated with gas.
running wat,?r. Phone 9175 in
Mayfield. Cletus Byrd. o8p
FOR SALF
FOR SALE: TWO ROW INC
corn picker for H or M Farman
tractor, price $250 Myron Culp.
Murray route five. Murray. KY.
Phone 957-j 1. o8c
FOR SALE: TWO GOOCH T-SED
chest of drawers. Both good buys.
Ex:flange Furniture Co. rhone 877.
age
FOR SALE. 8 Piece diring room
suite: Walnut finish A bargain at
59.50 Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 877 08c
•
FOR SALE: USED REFRIGERA-
tors-549.95-5 to choy.e from.
Riley's Furniture & rtplinneec
Ph. 587, 510 W. Main St n8
FOR SALE: ONE BULL. ABER-
deen Angus, registered. Sire Ei-
leenmere S. 487, good conditi, m
3nd halter broke. L. D. Outland.
206 North 12th. St. Phone 354 o8p
FOR SALE BY OWNTR, REST-
ful 6 'room country home with 8
acres. One mile from city limits
an Benton Highway.. Sere:red por-
ches, modern bathroom, electric
well pump, ampl:, shade, many
conveniences. If interested. contact
Mra J. N. Waggoner, Pliorte 834.
(06p)
FOR SAL: t15•D wrsT/NG-
house
warm
refrigerator, s40:00 Good
morn!ng t-tove. Cr.11 1000.
o7c
FOR SALE: FOUR .1AT.F. BLAND
Cockeral Sponial Reg. Puppies.
Ivan Graham Vg mile oa Concord
Road, near Morgan's Groeery. olc
MONUMENTS SOLID GRANITE.
large selection styles, sizes Call 85.
,tee at Calloway Monument Works,
Vester Orr, owner. -gest Main near
College. (07C)
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to V Iterday's Puss,
ACROSS
1-Comely
5-Precious
atones
5-Baseball
Implement
13-Egyptian
dancing girl
13-Spoken
14-Spanish for
"river"
13-Dried grapes
17-Hard, black
wood
111-Rlire and hill
of ocean
10
-Earns
11-9spen space In
Corset
11-Country of
Aida
24
-Pace
25-A physician
36-A fant• (abbr.)
33-13uffis:
follower of
29-Aviator
115-Pase b•tween
peaky
31-Symbol for
tellurium
33-Animated
33-Algonquian
Indian
84-Stalk of grass
le-Savage
36-Chastise
33-Ohaer%ed
39-Nautical. stopl
441-.Member of
diplomatie
Katt
43-Number
44-Medlte,rranean
Isla tiJ
46-Keep clear of
47-0e,a1
48-11allow
4 11- r allf of
eight
AT
a 1 I ..1 4 7 5 q ,0
'6 <12 7 ,5
/ In
.0 1
\
7
\
6 ,27
2.9
i
34
-(11
3,
495
.
k/
"I
go
64 .6 65 46
A 4.•
A
00
NO
no wN
1-Distant
2-Wing
t-App
4 -listen
6-Departed
.-Bitter vetch
"7-Parent
(rol10,h),
13-Ptitinsan dig
9.-47ook over
coals
10-lan't (cohort.).
11-11aythings
le--elprinele Bibig-htes cf 'oat of
cereal grain
110-P. 'c-all
21-Courage
1.0-.Tardyre 
-enter, liens
25-Float in air
26-Bard
27-Toward the
.phelterah Old*
29-Pralie
30--Chewy
1$-.Weird of
voreiw
23-Fold
34-Stigma
ss-wager
Possootk •
',-ffeavenly body
4- Arabian
garment
41-Color
42-Abstrart tieing
4:.-1144hultl!
SERVICES OFFERED]
PHOTOGRAPpY WEI.i.S AND
W•ather Studio. South Side Square,
Murray. Pacrne 1439. (07C)
SINGER SEWING MACHINE
representative in Murray. For
Sales, Service, Repair contact Leon
Hall. 1411 Poplar, phone 'I074-p
(012C1
FRAMES MADE i0 •:TIDER.
Wells 1 Wri'he Studio' Sd, S.de
Square, Mu-ray (070
RID YOU' t HOME OF Tr/MITES
and to sec Expert wart Ca.2
eat or r...e Sam Kelley Mei
KILTED AND FRING-
ED, the Fall '54 moccasin
rates high for lleisure-
wear. The ) had
-stitched
vamp and one-piece qconi
struction assure the ut4
most in foot conifort. (By'
Huskies'
95 Drive-In
TUE:5. and WED.
"JAMAICA RUN"
in Technicolor
with Ray Milland, Arlene
Dahl and Wendell Corey
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"PRIVATE
with Leo Gorcey aria
the Bowery Boys
PLUS
"SERPENT of the NILE'
in Technicolor
with Rhonda Fleming and
William Lundigan
..10••••••••
02'
b• ler hew., ' BY ROBERT MARTIN
SYNOPSIS
Jim Bennett, noted sleuth of Clive-
and. Ohio. accompanies his secretary.
Mimi Sandy Hollis, to her family borne
In rurai Ohio. for • Week end of pheas-
ant shooting He is received well by
Sandy s parents, and rugged Rex
Bishop their (arm-hand regale* him
with tales at •shootin days ID the
old west Jun also meets Sandy's war.
vet brother Raiph He bad recently
orogen his lugagement to nandaume
spirited Judy Kirkland in favor of
docile 1311min Fortune Everyone In-
lading her father J•ke Fortune, nad
expected Eileen to marry Earl Sells.
man Jak• • partner in • cattle -buying
business Later •i a gathering in the
Hollis home Bennett meets •Il these
Poop* Fun and fellowship prevail.
CHAPTER FOUR
EN THE living room Ralph Hot-
its and Jake Fortune were in con•
versatlon Oy the fireplace. Eileen
nao left Ralph and was now sitting
beside Earl ScItzmart, fie was talk-
ing to net In 16w tones, nil nead
Dent forward, his eyes bright and
intense behind nis glasses She
was Listening, but I saw her gaze
dart to Ralph, who very carefully
avoided looking at net. Mrs. Hollis
snis sitting comfortality in • rock-
.g chat, on the far side of the
fireplace with • darning needle and
▪ halket Of heavy wool socks.
we passed the drinks.
Homer had sat down by a table
on which was a stack of tarm
yaurnala. I pulled up a chair be-
side turn. said, "Where's Rex 7"
"In bed. He gets up at five
o clock in the morning, winter and
summer. He wouldn t need to, but
no still lives in the old days, be-
fore we had electric milking ma-
chines anti tractors and automatic
teeders." He smiled his shy smile.
Of course, we still have to gee
that the right buttons are pushed.'
-Oh, sure," I said, laughing.
You farmers certainly have it
easy."
He smiled, more with his eyes
I than his mouth, and sipped at his
whisky.
"I like Rex," I said.
-He's one of the family," Homer
met "He wont work for anyone
else. This place belonged to him
•
ridp
at one time-until the depression.
He lost It in '32, and the bank
eventually sold it to me. I guess
he thinks he still owns it, the way
he acts sometimes.- fie laughed
softly. -Rex is more of a partner
than a hired nand tie has a share
of the wheat and corn, and all the
truck stuff, and the pigs are his"
"Can he really shoot -like he
said?"
"He's a fine shot, as old as he Is.
Got quite • little gun shop out in
the barn. He's all excited about
you-thinks you'll give him some
competition. It you get time to-
morrow, maybe you wouldn't mind
doing some shooting with him."
"I'd like to," I said, and I meant
it. "How much land do you farm ?"
-A nundred and forty acres,
now, I've been selling land, and
going In more tor blooded stock."
He also told me that the morn-
ing hunting party would consult
ot hunselt. Sandy, Ralph, Eile.en
Fortune and her father, and my'
self.
-areal you going to Invite
young deltzman 3" I asked.
He lit his pipe and said shortly,
"That, up to Ralph.-
1 gazed around the room. Sandy
had Joined Ralph and Jake For-
tune at the fireplace. Looking at
Earl Seltzinan's pale, intense face,
at the glitter of Ms glasses, at the
movenient of nix lips as he mut-
tered into Eileen s ear, as they sat
on the divan, I thought that he
was acting very badly, here in the
home of Ralph Hollis, who was
going to marry the gut beside
him. I wondered why he had come,
and I thought, Forget her, son,
and buck sip. The best man Riuft
and all that and stop Irving to
talk tier out of U. she.. made up
her mind and you d better find a
new girt.
Sandy moved away from the
fireplace to a phonograph console
at the tar end at the room. In a
moment the soft_ ,peano magic of
Frankie Carle filled the room. I
settled back in my chair with a
1110.1•1,
•••••
sigh of contentment. Sandy came
and stood beside me and her fa-
ther.
Homer Hollis said, !'1 wish-you'd
come home more often, honey."
She leaned down anal ici ssed
him. "1 would, Dad, but Jim works
me too hard."
"Really cracks the whip, does
he?" HOmer's eyes glinted with
amusement. ,"Maybe you need it.
1 remember ;when you were a little
girl your mother could never gel
you to make your bed."
"I hale a terrible time with
her," I said. "I'm thinking about
getting a new girl --a blonde, this
time."
"Now, listen-," Sandy began,
and then she gazed out of the win.
dow. "Oa. fun .More company."
The lights oh a ear were streak-
ing up the lane. They disappeared
and we heard the .rattle ot stone as
the car braked to what must have
been a skidding stop.
"That's Judy,- Sandy said. "No-
body rise in the world drives like
that."
The room was suddenly qiiiet,
and the piano nieiod:, ii 'am the
console was soft and Dell-clear.
Even Earl Seaman stopped his
low monologue, and both he and
Liken Fortune looked toward the
archway leading to the tront hall.
Ralph Hollis and Jake Fortune
turned expectantly Crone the fire-
piece, and Mrs. bull's stopped tier
gentle rocking. Homer punecl sil-
ently on his pipe.
Sandy moved out into the hall.
The truant door Opened and closed,
there were voices of greeting and
a woman's quick laughter. Sandy
returned to the living room with
an arm around a slender black'
haired reir6,1iyho was murmuring
in protaat, "Gut you have
guests......
"Nonsense, Judy," Surely
"Pm glad you ccanc." The two of
them slopped and faced the room.
I got to my feet, as del Homer
HoHis, who said quietly, "Good
evening, Judy.'
(To Be Continued)
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[Wanted To Rent I
WANTED TO RENT: METRO-
palitan Insiir,nce agent, & family
desire 2 b,.qP•oom modern home
Must have a minimum guarantee
of s years ocniparcy. Phone 1134
o9c
CARD OF THANKS: We as=ish In-
express our sincere' thanks and
appreciation for the 'kindness
ehetven to -us In death of our
father. Daniel T Wyatt Also to
J. L. Hicks for his ecnsoling
words, and to all those who sent
'he beautiful flowers, to the ones
who had a pant in -the singing.
Lni -the Lynn Funeral :Home.
The Wyatt Family
lto
• •
NOTICE
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT Al TUR-
ners in Coldwater. Can , grind
arankshafts ;n all cars Wthoot re-
moving engine, with a new guar-
antee-Bursted blocks repaired.
cylinders rebored and reds align-
ed-I have the largest auto ma-
chine ,op in Call'-ay County.
You will •ave money by seeing
me. Truman Turner in Coldwater
(021C1
- -
o •
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PIkAMATIC new version
M : the soling
-tug, contour-
banded shoe for Fall,
with & rhinestoned but-
ton .to deepen inky-black
suede. (Dr Mademoiselle
r•!'
FIVIT7
"err Park.; -"Step The Masi,
eatry os•rd. oca. Thonsan,I.!
111.411has Watt* Asilds now 1,,w
as ;13.30
PARKERS JEWF.LRY
• STORE
NANCY
1.:
ENTINIM emomemeramemara 
Reptiles Feature
Dramatic Touch
Of Pale Colors
Maybe the leopard can't
change his spots, but the snake
can certainly change his skin,
as witness the new glan-foriatd
reptile shoes for both street and
after-five wear this coming sea-
son.
Reptiles have been pearlized
until they gleam like moon-
-
Ixams, or ahuner in pale tints
'of blue, rose and mative with a
pearly overcast. They r ear' be a
ripple of molten gold, or silver
to add a dramatic tonch to (lit
formal evening dress ,or simple
blaok cocktail or dinnw costume.
The open sandal is the prefer-
red type In these exotic mate-
rials. Just a flash of leather on
the instep with wide open vamp
and halter strap of matching or
oontrasting material such as pa-
tent, satin or crepe.
There are fewer of , the strip-
ping sandals shown in reptile,
but many smart new 7ersions
of the envelope vamp •vhich
encloses the foot like a shell,
leaving the toes exposed.
High, slim, delicately CUT 7ed
' heels of the reptile add to the
air of formal eleg'ance which is
the keynote of these exciting new
slippers for fall and winter party
wear. -
In addition to the all-reptile
JEWELS FOR YOUR. FEET are 1.11e:,c new, brilli-
antly-colored Chandori lizartl pumps for Fall. Ajewelled strap crosses in front, and the heel is held
snug by an exclusive "soutien" suspension-back. (By
Palter De Liso)
tee 
RUPERT E. STIVERS, D.S.C.
CHIROPODIST (Foot Specialist)
NOW OPEN
(Next To Ledger and Times)
Phone 225
Office Open On Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays
Affiliated with Dr. Earl Stivers and Dr. Stanley
Stivers of Paducah, Ky.
WHY ARE YOU
STANDING THERE
WITH
A7*
RARE
LIL', ABNER
yOU 'LL
SEE
•••••••.•  gam*. alaaar-.._
p'ABE fr- YOU
SEND ME?!
th#ae tat
tIve trim for nuke c
evening shoes of suede, crepe on
satin, with her', pipings, Inlays
or traps '.' the er.akeskin.
-Wee T
enttohil
Read OU7 Classifieds
TRY-CITY
DRIVE-IN
TUES. and WED.
"RED STALLION IN
THE ROCKIES"
P LUS
"TWO WEEKS 'PO LIVE"
with Lum and Abner
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
"EYES OF TEXAS" ,
with Roy Rogers, Lynne
Roberts, Andy Devine,
Bob Nolan and Sons
of the Pioneers
P LUS
"CE/..3E FIR
NI=NIMM" 
 
•-• wellselsweweera,__„..esanwar.osit..-•
'I .1•:)A3
_
OW a
We've got the man-power and
equipment to supply mixed-to-
specification concrete right to
your job! Faye time, money.
Murray Ready-Mix •
Company
Phone 1226
Trade in your old style
watch on one of the'sie
.11
modern watches dur-
ing our
October
Trade-In Sale
Today At LINDSEYS
NOTICE
- If ,'
•
Beginning October' 7,
my office will be closed on
Thursday instead of Wednesdayt'
Dr. Charles D. Clark. M.D.
ji$t(4' (-
105 North 4th Street , Murray, Ky.
By ..:rnie Bushmiller
•
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DANGER
BLASTING
•
CH, THANK
Y07.P-AH
NEEDED SOME-
ONE, T'SEND
AFTER LI'L
ABNER AN'
IONEST ABE. -
-- ABBIE an' SLATS
JPETYPii
Ft-C-1(7-W EDO '5 THAT SAYING
7,,E- Y0/0 /5 /A/
EA57; 7WE riswfs •ff/TE
Tee ce:isr '7.. EXCEPT..
TI1E WINC' IS IN Tit.
wEsr...GUEtS I'M
NCI CONCENTRATING
TODAY...
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THEY FELL ASLEEP CUT
IN TH' TRASHBERRY Ti-4'
PATCH, PORE JABBER -
DEARS -BUT, AH
WERE SO IMPAYSHUt4T
TGIT HOME, AH -
a•41160.
OR-I'M CONCENTRATING
ON THE WR01416 THING:
WONDER WHERE LAURY
IS AT THIS TIME OF
DAY-
coPY FAoro -coPY Flf PF -CdfY F 4DED
-AN,
KISS
ME)'!
By Al Capp
%OJT, FRANKIE4r- ALL rOTHER GALS
WHUT SAID 'NO: DIDN'T REALLY MEAN
IT
-BUT, THIS ONE'S SINCEREff-AH IS
MERELY I51& YARS OLD, BUT AH IS A
EXPERT ON SINCERITY, BECUZ AH IS
SO CUSSED
SINCERE,smAFILFr
r WAS YOUCALLIN' ME,
MR. LEE?
•ar, 1.)
Cs, ta4 by ipaaa•d laraa,• 3,el,roa•
•
- - - 
-
Raeburn Van Buren
YOU MUST'VE BEEN
THINKIN'A BOUT MG,
ToST tiKE !WEN
THINKIN' 'BOUT •
You:
IT TAKES
TWO TO SREAK
TH1: TRUTH-
ONE TO SPEAA,
ANOTHER TO
HEAR. I HEARD
YOU, LAURY
YOU SPOKE
THE TRUTH:
a.
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WOMEN'S PAGE
t Jo Burkeen, Editor. . . Phone 694-W-3 or I 150-W
Mrs. Hillard Rogers
Opens Home For The
Lydian Class Meet
The htrtne of Mrs Hillard Rogers
on the Hazel Road was the scene
of the meeting of the ayoian Class
of the First Baptist ,Church held
on Tuesday evening. September 28
-Sanctuary Where You Fiad It"
Was the theme of the very inspir-
ing devotion presented by Mrs.
• -011ie Adair. In eh/tree Of the en-
tertainment was Mrs. Lee Warren
Fox.
Officers for the new church
year were elected who are as
follows: Miss Laurine 'nary. pres-
ident; Mrs. Bufard Harris, vice-
president; Mrs. Noble sec-
retary; Mrs. R. L. Ward assistant
secretary; Mrs. 011ie Adair. fun
and fellowship. Mrs. Gus' Billing-
ten. class ministries; Mrs. Hilda
Street stewardship; Mrs. J. N.
Outland. publicity.
During the social hou7 delicious
refreshments were served.aproup
V. Mrs. Frances Wiggins captain.
was in charge of the arrengements
for the evening.
• • • •
Mr and Mrs- Hensley Charlet
Weadbridge. 1006 Sharaw Street,
Murray. announce the Lath of a
daughter horn on Friday. Septerr,
me r 24. at the Murray Hospital.
The little girl weighea seven
pounds ten • ounces and hzs been
nemed Ruby Susan
_
L 
Keepsalte
A i )
maFoRn $350.00
eacliaa aira •1 50.0:
Furches
JEWELRY STORE
113 S. lth st Phone 153 -J
Mrs. Ilogancamp Is
Hostess For Lottie
Moon Circle Meet
Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp open-
ed her home on Irvan Street for
the meeting of the Lottre Moon
Circle of the Woman's Missionary
1Saciety of the first Balitist Churchheld Monday evening at *even-
thirty o'clock.
"Road Building" was iha theme
of the program for the evening
The program chairman. Mrs.
Hogancamp, gave the introduction
and the conclusion of the program.
Fields of mission work were dis-
cussed as follows: Asia. Mrs Por-
ter Holland; Africa. Mrs. A. W.
Russell'. Europe. Mrs. G B Jones;
Latin America. Mrs Paul Perdue;
Russia, Mrs. Castle Parker
The devotion was giver by Mrs.
Purdom Outland. During !he bus:-
ness session plans were d:saussed
for the purchase of a audio-visual
machine.
Officers for the new cherch yeaf
are: Mrs. J. M. Converts. chair-
man; Mrs. Purdom Outland. co-
chaiatrian: Mrs. Jares Rard. sec -
retary -treasur er:: 'Mrs Thomas
Hogancamp. program; Mrs. Allen
McCoy, misaion study: Mrs. Glenn
Wooden. sofnmunity missions; Mrs.
J B. Burkeen. publi;ity; Mrs.
Carney Andrus. social; Mrs. G. T.
Lilly. literature: Mn. Joe Pat
Ward. stewardship, Mrs A. W.
Rassell. auxiaary sponsor.
The hostesses. Mrs. Horancamp
a Mrs Arlie Scott served re-
.ahments in the Halloween motif
the group. raise present were
sdames Purdam Outland. Joe
: Ward. J M. Conveise. Castle
arker. Paul Perdue. A. W. Rus-
11. G. T. Lilly. G. la Jones.
' 'rag Hogancarr.p. An Rose.
'ray Hampsher. Edgsr Shirley.
...rter HolLand. Glenn Wooden.
algae! *way. Jr- I. la Btfallern
sides Sexton. Arlie Scott. and
Ward.
• • • •
Marshall Co.
DRIVE-IN
WEDNESDAY ONLY
'MAN ON A TIGHTROPE'
with Fredric March, Terry
I Moore, Glenda Garhame,
and Cameron Mitchell
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
uquesped Vi ith oxygen
311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOME"
(Waxed)
500 N 4th
Shirley Florist
Phone 188
Artificial Fruit
25c each
c.
Jean NI eck Beauty.
 Shop
ANNOUNCES
The Addition Of
Ws. R. A. "Johnny" Myers
To Their Staff
Beginning Thursday, Oct. 6
Mrs. Myers invites all her friends and
former customers to call on her in
her new location.
Club News Activitte
Weddings Locals
Wedding Vows Read
Saturday Alorning
The marriage of Eunice Gertrude
Saunders and Rowan Leslie Jones
was solemnized Saturday. October
2.
Rev. J. H. Thurman. Baptist
minister, read the weding vows
at his home on North Terth Street
at eleven-thirty o'clock in the
morning. Mrs. Cora Wraan. sister
of the bride. and R. H. Falwell
were the only attendants
Mrs Jones has been aving on
the Hazel Road. The couple will
make their home in Maasilion.
Ohio.
• • • •
Nfrs. James Harris
Hostess For Meet
Of Protemus Club
The Protemus Homemakers Club
met Monday ofternoan, Saptember
27. in the home of Mrs- James
Harris.
Mrs. Virgil Lassite'r, president.
railed the meetiag to order.. The
devotienal thoughts were given
by Mrs. James Harris from I
Pater 3:8-17 Eight mea- hers an-
swered the roil call ay giving
their most enjoyable vacation ex-
perience.
Seven visitors present were Mn.
Alfred Muadock, Mrs, L A. Row-
land, Mrs. W. B. Muraork. Mrs.
Jarnrs Haler, Mrs_ Jame LOCnr3n.
Mais nowiana, a:n para.'
thi• [4.
rle nur•ures Ut toe taa. Ineetine
ana use treasurer's report we r e
react oy Jars. L. L. Neuther.tora.
zaaring secretary. A cot:tcsion
pentues tor Lriettasnap Was
• tie u rebut y now nas a•su.aa.
mass itecnei itawiazici macte sev-
Cal ennJurtcemenis concealing the
itaflual mecums wnren . 4 to ae
neiu at Me Xeru.aae 1-1.)!P1 ?away.
aretober 5. Site also lain OX tile
plans tor sending Miss atirmea
-dyers. a 4-11 ciao rnernaer Iron.
416111-41441warsaWaialadtiwaspaiw repro-
tae catb in a Itslathg loon
aeniarairailon. Miss h.ytra
county enarpion in this Lela. She
...se ass won severai rilaturla with
tier clouting u tnasninct J -e.a
ner claming units ane needle
work. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Myers
The agent. Miss Rowland. also
announced that a new class may
enroll now for the fall ciurse In
farm and home development.
Landscape and Gereen notes
were given by Mrs. Bet: Cathey.
Special information on the care
and planting of bulbs was given.
It was also pointed out trat Sep-
tember 15 is a good time for the
seed.ng of blue grill&
The main lesson ca "Style
Trends and Clothing Gualeposts"
was given by Mrs. Vara Lassiter
who showed many new fabrics
and _colors. She also  shoa_ed mar.,
picatures of the new lines in
thing and acessorres.
Recreation was led by Mrs
!Thomas Lee Armstrong. Mrs. LaA
".awland was added as a nes,
ember to the c.ub
Dainty refreshments were ser-
ved by Mrs Ilarris to !hos,
present.
Social Calendar
I PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Mums, hoes of
Detroit. Mich, are at toe ballade
of nis broulei. M. Usedt A. ROSS,
who IS critically al at the Murray
Hospital aster suffering a stroke
on aeptember 26.
• • • •
Mr. And Mr*. Gene Fairchild
and children. Steve, Connie, arid
Mark, of Paducah were the week-
end guests of their palents. Mr.
and Mrs. N?rtnati Klapp and Mi.
and Mrs. Cletus Hubbs.
Busy Horace is the name chosen
by Mr and Mrs. lyre Clinton 'Toad
of Murray Route Six far taiir
baby boy weighing eight pounas
two ounces, barn at Ibe Murray
Hospital Wednesday, Sep:smPer 22
Mr. and Mrs. C1111.4 Thompeon
of Benton Route One are the par-
ents of a daugnter boma at the
Murray Hospital Thuraniy. Sep-
tember 23 The bsby weieted eigba
pounds five ounces and has been
named Susan Michelle.
A son was born to Mr and Mrs.
Owen James Cultvan, Cialege Sta-
.tion., at the Murray Hospital on
Friday. September 24. The baby
boy weighed eight peur.cla 1U
ounees and has been named Ro-
bert Patrick.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Morris of
Dexter Route Oue ant the parerils
of a son. weighing eight pounds
six ounces, named Juar.y Dale,
born at the Murray Hospital Sat-
urday, September 25.
• • • •
Thursdes tieweer
The Y M .*: , ns Group of
Chiach -a meet in the home of
the CWF .f the First Christian
Church wal meet in the acme of
Mrs. Robert Hopkins, South Thir-
teenth Street at seaen-thirtv
o'clock. Mrs. Frank Dibtila will be
coliostess.
• • • •
Tae Golden Circle Cliai of the
Mc roma! Baptist Charch will
meet at the tome of r, Pete
Far' -y. 213 Woodlawrta Si seven-
thirty aaork
MURRAY
Drive-In
THEATRE
TUE.S. and WED.
"THE GREAT DIAMOND
ROBBERY"
with Red Skelton
— —
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
' "THE LATIN LOVERS"
with Lama Turner
SATURDAY
"JESSE JAMES"
Tyrone Power and
Henry Fonda
THISI HORRIDAGE
 spins.
PADS THIN OUT
'Weathered brown spots
on the surface of your
hands and face tell the world you'regetting old—perhaps before you really
are. Fade them away with santE.NOTERICA, that medicated organthat break' up mamma of pigment onthe skin, mikes hands look white and
=
again. Equally effective on the
neck and arma. Not a cover-up.Acta in the skin—not on it. Fragrant.,
uesaelesss base for 'softening. lubricat-ing skin as it clears up those blemishes.At leading drug and toiletry counters.
82 plus tax. If you have theme age-
revealing brown spot*, blotches, or if
von want clearer, lighter •kin, usek.SOTERICA. At all Drug Stores.
Wallis Drugs
•WWWIlle
Varsity LAST TIMES'TONIGHT
V. 01 • pro,•••1
613111 OM IMOD
FORD 6RIAK CRAWFORD 
HUMAN
DESIRE
THURSDAY ONLY 
ROCKET
-ROARING SAGA OF SKY-DEVILS!
•
DRAGONFLY SQUADRON
JOHN HODIAK EARBARA NIHON etudiENNEH
•
•
1
•
I, Si
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CONTINUING KUHN'S BIRTHDAY SALE
WITH MANY NEW
BARGAINS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
PLASTIC LAMP
SHADES $14116 and 17 Inch. Manufacturers' close
aut of shades worth up to $2.98. De.
sirable colors and shapes for thrifty
buyers.
A REAL TREET TO EAT
Fresh
Rainbow
SUGAR
WAFERS
27c
eSe Hal, Peawst
riaaT7t-4DERUILY CREAMY; 
—
CHOCOLATE DROPS 
 
29e lb.
NEU'S VALUE — SALE OF $1.59
Ladies' Cotton
SLIPS
68 x 72 Fine Cotton 4 Gore — Sanfor-
ized 2 inch Eyelet Trim,
98c
WHITE — SIZES 32-44
NYLON HOSE
Slight Irregulars
of a Famous Manufacturer's
15 Denier
51 Gauge
15 Denier
60 Gauge
59' 69'
2 FOR ROO 3 PAIR S1.98
Colors: Pecan Beige and Red Fox
Sizes: 8'2 to 11
BARGAIN FOR BOYS
POLO SHIRTS
• Long Sleeve • Combed Yarn
• Striped • Sizes 2 to 8
• 69c Value
98°Me4
with a great $198
fall future I
and
Mainstay of fashion's wardrobe ... the blouse goes
everywhere. With sporty or drese•up accompani-
ment ... Come, see KUHN'S two gay new groups.
TWO BIRTHDAY GROUPS OF LADIES'
RAYON PANTIES
• Nylon Tr.rri-ed
• Two Bar Tricot
• 49c Value
• Plain Tailored Tricot
• 49c Value
• Brief and Band Sty',
• Sizes 8-9-10 Pink and White
9c
57C
ALL METAL
IRONING BOARDS
Perforated Top
Enamel Finish
Light Weight 
$495Sturdy — Worth 19 95
4 PIECE CRYSTAL
SALAD SET
Plate 11' 2 Inch
Bowl 10 3 8 Inch
Plastic Fork and Spoon
A Wonderful Gift for Xmas
49.
Complete
COTTON BATTS 692 POUND NATURAL COLORIdeal for Quilting
DENIM LONGIES
Copper R ,veted
Boxer Waist
Sanforized
Full Cut
Tab for Fly
Sires 2 to 8
Double Stitched
LADIES' CARDIGAN
SWEATERS
• 100, Wool
• Long te Sleeve
• 
vi
• Six Desirable
Fall Shades
Rent liar
12.98 Value
51 98
$1.19 VALUE
ONLY
100 - znerforro,
98'
JACKETS
BOMBER
Yrtali Want
Each at Only
$298
ALL WOOL COAT
SWEATERS
Sizes 3 to sei
$1.98 Value
Special for
ALL WOOL
COAT
SWEATERS
Sizes 2 to 3 1
 
29
11.45 Value
Special
Sizes 7 to 16
All Colors
White and
REGULAR
$3.98 VALUE
Long Wearing
Gabardine
Sheen
Sizes 3-6
REAL VALUE
Infants' All Wool
SWEATERS
S1 00
MISSES COTTON
SWEATERS
98'
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New In Shoes For Fall Town Wear Poasts Elegant Silhouette, Taper Toe
\
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when the Shoe Retai/ers 
MISIS T
of the United
Sponsored b
in featuring 
— 
"THE NEW IN SHOESy THE 
NATTONAL
from The SHOE 
RETAILERS of
MURRAYto see 
ortrWW-v In -Shoes forFall 
— New Designs 
—New Co/ors 
— New Materials 
— forMen, Women and Children
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SUBURBAN FOOTWEAR ,
A whale new family or
ear .carnes, into, being as the
or-
 
poplar demand: It's
.feired to as ' suburban foot-
•ear'', and it inolude, shoes that
re definitel;• on t'w •'casual" or
s.sin types with held
Mrales. soft crepe olei and touches
ofrif color are popular ' ere.
Lyt
on tk
of du ,
of th r
on 
TvSa
-
was t' -
ing ,
OLLie
tertai •
Fox.
Off ' •
year
loners
ictent
press
41•$
of -more -formality. With
line dravi n beta otos Una a and
rourdTritlotheSe —
This feeling has already Mani
tested itself in sts Ie, color and
nutlet a1 in suits and acsessone
for what is soniew hat loose'nformal" side loafers arid moc-i suede with luster leather. It can designated as the „texeautive
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flexible be as dressy as or casual .1$ 'VDU .t‘ • .
; Grey is news in clothes and
shoes. And nothine could be
more twon-une than the shoe
or exford Prey smooth suede
trimmed with mataing luster
4 calf or kid 
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Another "townie." • lust as
:smart is a closed toe halter sling
I morn W'I vamn of charered
; tester calfs end heel- -ntd piping
lof grey suede. .On t'-e cssuel side, t".e rreI.-
•rnrn 'and entintrn-snoe
flennet •elth Iscirec. ripinec or
other trim in maschine or licnt-
er grev This need rot be a
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in both tailored Fful casual
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SCEDE and Grosgrain.
in a delicate how adding
distinction to this slender-
heeled pump. (By Valen-
tine)
as 1
EXCITEMENT for Fall is
provided in these suspen-
sion-back pumps. in "so
new." pearlized lizard.
(By Palter De Lino)
!Souk L'p Shoe
'Wardrobe' with 
-Wetrest guedea
! To spark un your w:entrolse.
, try one of the new sinscs of
*AO
.
HIGH FASHION for Fall
'suggests this shell,--s-tit-eh-
ed and corded with an
old - world bootm,lker's
hand in a new. deA. ani-
line brown fur rear with
tweedn. (By Mademoi-
selle)
as seen in Seventeen
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SOLIKT SADDLES, ,
laced Type Shoes
Back For Autumn
Leaders in men's fashion fore-
see a definte 'dressed-up" trend
in inen's busfiirss and Oty wear
th)e fall. Definifen, a mass move-
.S : men. at this point . .a feeling
tInes: a ggerated. -Mcglikilt 113 -
tined lines in suits are pa ews.
But they are iii.Ire geneddir ac-
cepted this fall and are the key
tO the new. look in men's town
aceessones. . .neat trim lines in1 shirt collars, ties and shoes, Lessbrim, inert tapered crow•ris inbats.
1 
Colors Are Subdued
Colo 
.
rs ere ill the sante mood
. . .dark, 'subdued. The black.i dark Wald grey..eral navy hhiestills. already popular, are sup-
plemented for 4:ill eith' new
looking' black-greens and black-
browns. •
The black shoe of polished
leather is the paramount fash-
ion with black. grey ond navy
blue tones. But with the black-
greens and the black-browns
there is ..tt, . tor -AI. shpe ofdeep bi-own cl MK' be' I.ither
polished calf or one of the new
soft grains. rich and handsomein town patterns.
Interesting New Browns
- All types of shoes should „give
the visual ef`ect of stream-lin-
ing, with details of refined.
toned-down ch..: ai ter!stics.
For the man eho eel wear
flannels. shettirais and tweeds
.in town. there is an advance
fashion note in the shce of dark
brown brushed leather .. .' not
with the heavy looking casual
, styling Which has been associ-
, stern with these leathers. . but
new lighter' looking 
-shoes with
the same type .of li'eht weight
! soles used with smooth leathers
' in dresity, natural lookins townt
_neh,oes. Limited a! 'yet. I-at mtnbe
; a fashion'
Taller ll'omen Noir
.11-car forigcr Shot's
, .
1 A couple of seerierrnons ,ago a
44 GrtIt 7: "0 foot or sl-oe size Pf 2
' er 3 e^s (Mite common. But si
. fent-herIthier. More act.ve Fen-
! ertiose that followed grew lareer ,
feet, and shoe sizes of 5 and 6i
t hee:ante 'etnnmon. •'Today. witti th's
a‘erage woman taller, and her
feet letwe t:.an those of. her 1
-11:3
! 
-or grandmother. sees 8,
Abtr. Are %Pry common. .
' Nor is it rare for shoernett to
"eet cal for Fite4 11 and 1.3. In
fart. the-e are same stores -*hat
cater striutiv to women with Ions; '
, or lane feet. and these stores 
ICOLCT v s'../P: t•p to 14.•
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toadk to school
$695
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Comfortable Casuals
Given Smart
New Treatment
Suburban. casual and country
shoes ll an increasingly large
space in the averane woman's
wordecise. This season they are
rresented in a greater variety
of appealing styles than ever
before.
For many women, this is an
all-day shoe — for marketine.
family shopping, driving the
children to school — even 'for
Quick trips to town with flannels
or tweeds. Hence the altention
that smart ,designers have given
to them.
The -comfort feature is demon-
strnhed in softer leathers. lighter.
more flexible construction, Cu-ti-
ion or stitched welt soles.
The style angle appears in a
greater choice of eye-appealing
patterns, and a wider range of
colors. From pale to bright to
very dark, suburban shoes play
the field.
Tops in popularity are the pale
beete through lively russet to
coolac shades, bright red. 0-,e
now graphite grey and I ,'
For the really casual look,
slipons and moccasins continue
to hold the spotlight. The moe-
casin may be done really country
style. complete with fringe, hand
stitching and bead trim. Or it
may be a trial tailored buckled
shoe for wear with town and
countrY tweeds.
The strap shoe, single or dou-
ble strap, in ilasle, tan, navy or
red polisned leather is easy on
the foot. dressy enotn,h for al-
most any occasion of everyday
life. except luncheon,: or after-
five affairs.
The saddle shoe, the old stan-
dard equipment for knockabout
a-ear. Roes high hat in new color
combinations. and new high
button spat treatments.
Fabrics- are still in the casual
and college picture. Grey flannel.
leather trimmed- is a basic.
Tweed shoes -echo the tweed
craze in hats and suits. Corduroy
has entered the picture, good in
i bright shades. partnularly smartin black esith leather heels andtrim. •
FATHER OF THE BRIDE
In parts of Ifoneolia cu-iom
a five year supply of shoes as a
•-equires that the father of the
bride provide the groom with
Tolima; for taking ht, danehter
oft his bands.
••
$11
•
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,/ wardrobe riches
a la Autumn '54
GUNMETAL:\
PATENT
and black suede
eraet•match
HAtiOBAG 000
Newest fashion., .the shoe that glimmers...day or night.
Chic, elegant Gunmetal potent.. .steel studded, edged in
block. To wear with?... why, almost every color. When?
...from tOlis minute straight thru' the winter holidays.
as seen in Mademoiselle
COPY F/40ED - coPY F4 PL-P-77-CnY r4DED:
It's stunningly new., worn with
Fall's charcoal greys, block,
browns and burnt oranges. It's a
smart blend-with color for many
blJes, greens, rustic tweeds. See this
newest, so
-fashionable, soft two
shode in distinctive aniline calf.., you'll
wont it in your wardrobe.
as se•N in Mademoiselle
•
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Handbag $995
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 • President and First
Lilly Are Shoe-‘
snows folk
I it
s
e President and the Finst
are among the molt ahoç-
bus folks ever to occupy
Whlte 'louse, Both have a
14.ilou's serum. of Outwear
ion,- and 'bath have a very
nsive shoe wards(' e
amie's favorre shoe is the
p. She has a great variety
them. She likes to match her
with her clothing colons,
skis. Sat.
WSM-TV
••-••••••••••••••••••••.••••-•••••••-•••,`.....
and hence has a good veriety of
**matching" shoes.
Because foot comfort is so im-
portant to her, she changes her
shots every day, never wears the
same pair two days in a row be-
cause she thinks that consistent
wearing of Ttlse, same pair isn't
good for her or for the shoes.
Her daytime shoes arS mostly
ournpr and straps. For evening
wear ihe has a itelectkin of san-
dals. She lie re* wean; ra9re than
a Cuban height taset--gbout two
inches or slightly more in height.
Marnie isn't the athletic type,
hut for sport or resort wear she
nay, don a pair of white or light-
..olored wedeew of medium heel
014010414.-
height. There's no oficliti count
on the number of pairs Mamie
owns, but the White House rays
it's "very matiy!.' /n short, Mk-
rine likes shoes. She wears a
size 6,03.
The President, too, has inn ex-
tensive shoe wardrobr
Three pairs -if .nilitary
shoes; one pair of brown ox-
fords, one black oxford,. one
monk-strap shoe; Iwo pairs a
dress or bus' 440 oxfc -dS. one
Warp& ant. one brown a pair of
black patent formal pumps; all-
white summer shoes; brown-
and-white sport shoes; several
pairs of golf shoes; • a couple of
pairs of loafers; u pair of mesh
BUSY
DAYS
AHEAD
School days coming up...
and that means new shoes
...new WEATHER-BIRDS
that will stay good looking
from first class to last..
Your youngsters will really like
the new foil Weather-Ltd"
thof have just arrived.'
looking'
fall-ward....
the •
- 
slenderized
pump
111 a legant, oew.det•ign collection ..
the Rhythm Step pumps for fall' Ne, I
tapered. perched on sand-us? contralto
heel that looks tall. feels sisrall, these laih.
like pumps have. Rh, thm loam cuazion
timierthe entire ball of the foot, plus the
luxury of 1-24 cushioning at points of strain.
•1
s1295
THE LEDGER AND
r
atitek, a.tid anitsoellany of slip-
pers and sports-wear boots.
lite wears a 00118 10k11.) iHarrY
Truman wore 9,s1..)). lite changes
his moats frequently, soraeUrnes
several times a day—not only
tor a particular occasion but also
1.0 harmonize properly with the
coior ca ms suit.
New Pate Leathers
Challenge White tar
ear to Clatisroom
Don't say that kids uon't stick
to tile's ravorite fashions. ror
bow long have they been reit-
giGusly seutiing up their new
white buck shoes to get tnat
aog-eared loot required lor
mains to be seen woo vans!
earents nave pleaded in vain,
that a nice white shoe cleanea
Isom time to time, really looks
smarter. Shoemakers ana sales-
people have shuddered at the
mayhem performed on new white
snow.
Now they've decided to do'
something about it—but it re-
mains to be seen who wine!
This fall there will be school
stioes in pale smoky tones—
shades such 'as the new stoked
e4, just between white and grey.
These colors come in smooth
leathers, grains and buck and
nicely approximate the general
tone which the sctiool boy likes,
without looking quite so gar-
ish. In some instances the ox-
ford or stepin is made in solid
color, in other cases the smoky
shade is combined with black,
blue .or brown.
It's a good try, anyway. But
the boy who has a feeling for
the original will probably go
right on demanding the white
buck osiord with the red cush-
ion sole on which he can do his
own personal landscaping.
At any rate, stores lire stock-
ing both to be on the safe side
when school opens.
sbve. 0404
BLAL.n. .i.OWN, in
a perforated U wing Tux-
edo blucher of polished
black calf, is just right.
(By Bates)
TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•
Shoe For Baby
Lot More Than
Foot Covering
Mothers have discovered that
shoes for babies and tots can be
a lot more than a foot covering.
Just as modern toys combine
entertainment with education, so
shoes for little ones are com-
bining three important things
called "function, fashion and
fun." In short, shoes for baby
havf taken on a new look.
The "function" part of a shoe
Is simply what might be called
Its perrarmance value. Above
all, the shoe has to fit properly,
help the foot to function in a
free and natural way. That's
"functional" values are built in-
to the shoe.
But today's mothers want
more. They want, the shoe to
look pretty and cute. So "fash-
ion" has come into the picture
—yes, even in babies' shoes.
There's a great deal more Va-
!let yin styles. You have more
choice among both high-top
and low-cut shoes. There's lots
of color—from the bright reds
and browns and blues to the
softer pastels.
When baby gets a new cos-
tume, mother can be sure there'll
be the perfect colors in shoes
to go with it.
And lastly, there's "fun." Take
a look at baby's crib or toys or
the nursery. Cute animals and
fairy tale characters are used as
decoration. When story-telling
time comes, the little ones are
"conditioned'' to recognize some
of the characters. It's fun and
"education combir ea.
Today's shoes hale this "fun"
element—happy little charac-
ters playing an important role
in the shoe.
Put thes._t three things togeth-
er—function, fashion and fun—
arm' a whole new family of In-
fants' shoes have come into be-
ing. And you see what we mean
—a pair of shoes is a lot more
than just a protective covering
for the feat
•
CASUALS are
the. tw eyelet "knock-a-
boots" of fawn shag lea-
ther with brown crepe
soles. (By Bates)
* SCUFF-PROOF TIP
• MOCCASIN BLUCHER OXFORD
Sizes 8'4-12' 2 wedge heel,
13-4 single heels.
Ask the TS.ior professor in your house! He'll
tell you how comfortable Senior Jumping Jacks
are ... how easy-on-the-feet for those hours
of hard play. They're tough too ... built
to take rugged wear.
cuff
Page
.2--
STYLED FOR GLAMOUR AS WELL AS COMFORT" are (left) the "Eyelash"
slippers of soft leather in vivid or pale shades by Oomphies; (top-center) a
snug-fitting, high-curved banded sandal of jeweled elk by Honeybugs; (bottom-
center) a richly embroidered cloth band ee in an ultra-severe design by Honey-
bugs; and (right) perfect for pants, a knotted bandanna ,mule of bright pais-
ley-printed corduroy by Oomphies.
PlIslifircatammes-inmon-.
The most complete selection of children's shoes anywhere
•
They FIT... really FIT...
If they're Buster Browns
, to 12— -.1..46
12', to 3-- -
Buster Brown offers the most ccmplete
selection of children's shoes in America.
All the favorite styles kids have worn
and loved for years ... plenty brand new
style ideas too, All built over "live-foot
lasts" and scientifically fitted according
to our 6-Point Fitting Plan. Let us show
you our new line right away.
igai& /540um,
4itrli1,;;Lteia,r4Jite Chit;lieli Shoe;
8' 2 to 12—$6.45
12 2 to 3—$6.95
Si 2 to 11.•a••jV•••••
h to •10---•04. .0
Phone 106-wtdams Shoe Store
_somme emsnesim imegran
RUGGED..
RELIAEILE
•
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• 0
Pezgave
"BUILT-FOR-ACTION" SHOES
Extra rLipred styles favored by
boy, and owls. •Iso popvlar
with parents becnuie they
fit well wear 10•9 and
ionSibly Fa.c•cl.
• 
Rack
Goose'
&was
VA
•
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•
•
•
•
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• •
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.16
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sies, owiwolowswerawirmeoleasesew-
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nee-F i's Rate both Spectator and active -sports-Rig footnote lA prnen
etoiorfti/ argyle.-  harlequin.N'ese.st atepper In the hosiery ,
- - 
jacquard and cable-stitched pat-line is the knee•high sock. The Wilts
 
av61411161j with elasticPerfect counter-part for Ber- tops for secure Stev-nia. Yarnmuda shorts and tapered
g
pedalpushers. the knee-hih offerslively an all-dressed"Irak and warm protection for
Nylons follow a trend to deep-er tailors this fall. Taulles andbrowns are shown In rich tonesto blend with fashion's vibrantcolors.. Ope thentifietiligerl pffersshades pat are color:kited tochoice includes woolen" and ny- skin types.Ions as well as an array ofgora-and rabh0 hair-wool1 tures.
an
mix- continue
bare look
and sendalfobt styles
strong, especially with
evening shoes.
I.
P
I.
Telephone 106-W
Lit 
 
the shoe with the Beautiful Fit
featuring combination lasts,
with the heel two
widths narrower
elkteS
$995
$1095
$1095
You II become a Naturalizer fan too.
when you learn the wonderful feeling
accurate fit Naturolizers con provide. -
Sizes to fit every foot, styles to please every
taste. Soft, supple leathers. Truly America's
outstanding shoe value.
ADAMS SHOE STORE
106 S. 5th Street
HERE'S BIG N
LITTLEFOLKS...
_
5 for 77-2--.
VI)
Fall Fashion News -
Personality Colors
she Alic? 4,8 she Exotic'au MO being askeda% in. l'IS tilien gifts of bill-old f lirt matched handbag ac-cesses are purchased. tFor whether Milady is youngor old, Saucy or Gay. there is, now a Personalitw Color for herI alone. If she is Exotic, her per-sonality color is Wine—ultra -Smelt when gloves are !notchedwith billfold ead cigerette case.If Milady la Ahgelic. ;Were is ahea • nly' .1114.1e, effective when4. • sere,
 fatted*. ma tc h a
.eirkt , qfj forget-rne:nots or dais-
.le. „iv she ts Illay, a turquoiseiuck.h: PurSe beamed with ak.reen seed adds a glamorous
•
Handbair accessories in per-sonality colors to harmonize withscarves belts, gloves and flowers
!
are high
-fashion news. These newcolors Include Vibrant Orange,Saucy Brown, Angelic 13lue, Ex-otic Wine, Magnetic Red, Gay]Turquoise. and ' Impish Green.They may now be purchasedlocally-French Purse, Billfold.Cigarette Case. Eyeglass Case andIce% Case.
- Persona/kW Colors are beingintroduced by a leading manu-facturer of leather goods.
Retailers Offer.
Rest Guide To
Shoe Fashions
If vou take advantage of thecrest fund of knoneedge Pos-sessed, hy tostay's shoe retailer.it wUl tate Much of the guess-work out of selections In foot-wear to coordinate with yourcostume
The average consumer may notrealize it. but sh.e reVilers areserious students of fashiontrends—and especially of howand where various types andOA les of footwear fit in withthose trends for any given sea-, son
/or. Ostatipie. the. shoe indus-trY makes a therouth investi-gation of color trends well inadvance of season These colorsare translated into leathersthen into footwear The shoecethrs are perfectly attuned toeolor tfends in wearing apparelfor mein and women
DRAllitA.TIC NEW VERSION oftlie clinging, contour-banded shoefor Fall. sap a rhinestoned-but-ton to sJeenen inky-Watt suedeBy Medenoaelle
We are headquarters for those smartly styled,smooth fitting, long-wearing ...
gED RIDING
SHOES FOO.
 CHILOREK
Mothers ward fhe best for their children. They went style. fitend comfort. and that's what Red. Riding Hood °gets in these smartlystyled, smoeth fm,ng. longwedienq shoe... Growing lest deserve the
best, and there's fool room •eip!emty for active cyud4ng feet in RodRiding Hood 0
-oes. Why not come in end see out- completerano, of sty:es ‘ed 6.aos be4ore you buy
5li le 8 83.95
la SeldS 
!1,1
 le 3 WS
BELK-SETTLE CO.
•••••
Dressmaker
Pump Leads
Style Trend
Prettier, more delicate, morefeminine. That's the theme in%%omen's sloe fashions this sea-son. These shoes look as thoughthey were made to order for newfall costumes. The line's thething in both, the custom madelook of delicacy and charm.Pumps are in the lead, andboth open and closed patternsare in demend. The .cloaed pumpwith fine dressmaker detailinglooks particularly smart for firstfall wear.
The trend is toward a deft-natty slimmer, more taperedbut pot extremely pointed toe.This trend emphasizes the newelongated • fitted • look which isalso a feature of autumn suitsand dresses.
Beek Slim, GracefulHeels must be slim and grace-ful whether they are high ormedium. And this year thereis a much wider choice of smartnew nattecris,. for dress 'wear onthe medium heel heights,Women who have grown ac-customed to the lightness andease of the open shoo will cer-tainly go on wearing it, espe-cially in the early autumn sea-'on. However, for street wear.
the wideciven puce toton. modified, 
look
 
ifie .
 has
elegant town treatments
A favorite Ls the closed backopen toe pump on both high andmedium heels. Another popularand pretty fashion ,is the halterPump with oven toe, more closedin wimn Wiee toe nnenings andthe naked look are definitely forcoektall and ..'t-rnrmal wear.Suede Is better than ever thisfall—suede in black. navy andbrown. In addition to these.hnwever don't overlook the greysoede shoe. It has that look nfelegenee which is the nevnoteof all fall fashion.
Varlets( In ColorsHowever, suede doesn't tellth• whole gt.09-1/ hV any moans.
'Tthe polished leathers ore goingin for elegance too. lighter moreomole. in some wonderful air-turn', colorings.
The aniline finish, whichgives denth and flow to calfskin
are wonderful in benedictineshades warni browns. grey, newfall 0-eeng and a rich glcortne
-rd Just itte thing With softer,rt'fei tweeds which area hi; fashion this year
The reptile shoe. alone or incombie•ticdp with suede or coif,is another epod cerniaanion pieceto towel oYeerls Here the newsthe high lugs...sr finish whichmates the rents). Colors glow tohiehlight the enstome meee's afall ruet which is i-onderfo' withmany costome shades, the hetael•
:Ind eters, the greens. even blackand navy
Black • reotlie with this new
ehine contrasts with bleck smeleor is used alone in some verysleek hit,
 
shoes. Red reptile is anice exclamation wont for aneutiril costume. Arid the evernreeent ',rev shows tin narticu-larly well In hentIle shoes.
Medically. Touches
In all, tame. of shoes there isa trtmd toward decorative touch-es. Very restrained l-nwever.Never interfering with the linesof the shoe.
A hit of emhrolderv toti&es
of satin. groserein braid theglint of naitheerls.--there are alleffective partkularly on the shoeof (merle.
'There are neat how,, bucklea.rind orEnroaal collar treatmerite
e•hinli titre the new re* mpg outof the ',wale into the high fash-ion estegory.
4rInflhor.'ro-Ro Po*
Chili.... f "al ••••# fairy
The hie news In . maternity
clothes Is the roetione stilt —
with ems,t nverblnume match-.
'•ne tiooret lining' Scarves
will &Rao wet the matched treat-
rnent.
The sailor dress with its •oft-ipe linos. is another imonrtant
”sitiernite atyle. BM middy col-lars call attention to the neck-line ard away from the waist-line Mane collars, in linen.I faille or fur are detachable.Turtle necks also provide an in-teresting neckline variation
Fur will be popular not onlyat the neck. but as trim for capsleeves and iacket hems
This year's maternity clotheshave more back interest. Jack-ets are bloused, have invertedmeats. high tabs or back belts.The main color story is told inbrightly accented neutrals
EXCITEMENT FOR FAIL is pro-vided in these suspension-backpumps. in -so new.” pearlizedlizard. (Fly Palter ,De 1,1sc.)
KILTED AND FRINCIM. theFall '54 moccasin rates high forleisure-wear. The hand-stitchedvamp and One-pieee constructionelorure the utmost In foot corn-fort. (By Huskies) ,
c" :17.4111 110n.."1
,ASionm••• own IMM•01.
URI
211111011111K 
SO LIGHT...SO FLEXIBLE...SO NEAT AND TRItv
Comanches
%Me
,••41 aits•T SHOCS FOR Mitt
$9f5
HANDSEn
for last 1
good looks
America's number one casual style— trio
genuine handsewn moccasin by Roblee.
Fully flexible upper leather—long wearing sole
and heel. Light and trim to enhance your
appearance. See diem—try them on—tu..1.4.
ADAMS SHOE STORE
Telephone 106-W
106 S. 5th Street
Meet ken, awl
the STYLE you want in a comfortable
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THE PLACID
$9.95
THE SHARYN
$9.95
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THE ISIS
$8.95
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BELK-SETTLE CO.
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